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Abstract

The fjords of South-Central Alaska are dynamic environments and host to a number of natural 

hazards that have not received much attention from the research community. The cities of Seward 

and Whittier are two of Alaska's most important marine transportation hubs, home to 

commercial fishing fleets, termini of the Alaska Railroad, and home to thousands of residents. 

This doctoral research focuses on landslides and their associated hazards in these under-studied 

areas. Chapter 2 involves surficial mapping of the study areas and documents the role of the 

underlying geologic processes that threaten the safety of people and infrastructure in the Passage 

Canal-Portage Valley area (including the town of Whittier), to better inform community 

planning, mitigation, and emergency response activities. Chapter 3 builds on the successes and 

lessons learned from the mapping efforts made in Chapter 2. A surficial geology and landslide 

inventory map were made using very high resolution orthoimagery, DEMs, and 3D models 

which were viewed in an immersive Virtual Reality (iVR) system. Chapter 4 examines the hazards 

associated with large amounts of sediment entering the alluvial fan system from further upslope. 

A collection of six Digital Elevation Models (DEMs) and meteorological data collected over a ten- 

year period were used to estimate flood-related sedimentation. Uncertainties in each DEM were 

accounted for, and a DEMs of Difference (DoD) technique was used to quantify the amount and 

pattern of sediment introduced, redistributed, or exiting the system. The study shows that the 

DoD method and using multiple technologies to create DEMs is effective in quantifying the 

volumetric change and general spatial patterns of sediment redistribution between the 

acquisition of DEMs. Correlations of the changes in sediment budget with rainfall data and flood 

events were made. During the years of average rainfall, the reaches in the corridor experienced 

an overall decrease in sediment load, while heavy rainfall events both saw large influx of new 

sediment and the reworking of existing sediment. This research is the first to collect and use high 

resolution data for generating digital elevation models, for using a DoD method for mapping 

elevation changes over time, and for using these products along with available ancillary data for 

a hazard assessment in these regions. This doctoral work lays out a solid foundation for further 

work in hazard assessment that will also guide decision-makers in the future on mitigation 

measures in these important population centers in south central Alaska.
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Chapter 1: General Introduction

1.1 Motivation

Humans settle in areas for a variety of reasons. The site itself may offer sound ground to build 

on, protection from severe weather, or access to fresh water. Other times, the historic and 

geographic situation plays an important role, such as the proximity to trade networks and 

resources, or the strategic location for security (Paine, 1960). The fjords in Alaska are prime 

examples of how both the site and situation have led to many towns and outposts being 

established within them throughout human history. The deep waters of the fjords teem with 

wildlife and fish, and are home to fleets of fishermen in the state. Their natural deep waters also 

make ideal locations for deep water ports that can accommodate both barges and cruise ships 

alike. The rugged mountains that surround the fjords offer reprieve from the harsh winds and 

storms of the Pacific, and their receding glaciers supply communities with fresh drinking water 

year-round.

These areas are also geologically active, and the very processes that have shaped the landscape 

are still in play today. The steep mountain sides draw countless visitors to the area every year, 

but they are also unstable and susceptible to slope failure and avalanches (Decaulne, 2007; 

L'Heureux et al., 2013). The region's homes and infrastructure are concentrated on alluvial fans 

with dynamically avulsing channels. Communities must mitigate against debris driven by 

frequent heavy rain events, as well as episodic debris-laden or outburst floods. The isolated 

waters of the fjords are protected from the severe weather of the open ocean, but can be deadly 

when localized tsunamis are triggered, such as the events of the Good Friday Earthquake of 1964 

(Lemke, 1967).

The topography and remoteness of fjord towns often act as an impediment to overland 

transportation infrastructure; many such communities are reliant upon a single road corridor for 

ingress and egress. If the corridor is blocked after a natural disaster hits, the community may be 

cut off from the surrounding region until the roads or rail can be repaired. Communication is also 

at risk, and can be cut off if damaged during a disaster (Ellis and Sutton, 2014).
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To live in the fjords means to live in close proximity to natural hazards. Limited infrastructure 

also makes studying the hazards which impact these areas challenging. It is often costly, time

intensive, and dangerous to access fjord communities. For these reasons, this research uses 

remote sensing techniques and products to analyze the impacts of past and potential natural 

hazards in two cities in South Central Alaska; Seward and Whittier. This research adds to the 

very limited body of research on hazards in this under-studied location of the world. The goal of 

this research is to serve decision makers seeking to improve the safety of local residents in the 

fjords.

1.1.1 Hypotheses

My research tests the following hypotheses:

1. Accurate mapping of mass wasting hazards can be accomplished using inexpensive 

consumer-grade equipment and technology.

2. Dimensionality of data will impact the quality of the hazard assessments.

1.1.2 Research Questions

My research responds to the following questions for the selected study areas:

1. What types of natural hazards, specifically mass wasting hazards, affect the cities of 

Seward and Whittier, Alaska?

2. Can inexpensive remote sensing accurately map these hazards to create hazard inventory 

maps?

3. Can 3D data be used to aid in the identification of mass wasting events and geomorphic 

features in order to improve the accuracy of the hazard inventory maps and surficial 

geologic maps?

4. How much debris is transported to Seward's infrastructure during storms of various 

magnitudes?

2



1.1.3 Research Goal and Objectives

The overarching goal of this research is to use a variety of remote sensing techniques to survey 

areas that are prone to mass wasting hazards and analyze the impacts of past hazards, 

particularly sedimentation that resulted due to landslides and flooding in two fjords in South 

Central Alaska. To this effect, the specific objectives are to:

1. Collate all available historic hazard data, historic aerial images, electro-optical satellite 

imagery, and newly acquired aerial images to document the history of hazards and 

known impacts, culminating in a landslide inventory map for each area of interest (AOI).

2. Acquire new very high-resolution aerial imagery and apply structure from motion (SfM) 

processing to generate high resolution digital elevation models (DEMs) and ortho 

imagery for the Seward and Whittier study areas.

3. Use remotely sensed data to create inventory maps where past mass wasting events have 

occurred for both AOIs.

4. Utilize 3D data whenever possible and visualize it within a 3D environment to improve 

mapping efforts.

5. Use the Difference of DEM technique to quantify spatial redistribution of sediments in 

the lower catchment of Japanese Creek, located in the Seward AOI.

6. Make recommendations to decision makers for future planning to enhance public safety.

1.2 Study Area Descriptions

1.2.1 Geographic Description

The AOI for this investigation lies along the fjord-laden coast of the Kenai Peninsula in South 

Central Alaska. Within the AOI, the two test sites selected for detailed studies are the fjords that 

surround the cities of Seward and Whittier. Seward is located within the Resurrection Bay fjord 

and Whitter is within the Passage Canal fjord. The two AOIs measure approximately 380 km2 and 

320 km2, respectively (Figure 1.1). These locations were chosen for this research due to the 

economic and strategic importance the cities have to the state of Alaska (Catalyst, 2020). Both 

cities' ports remain ice-free during the long winter months and are the termini of the Alaska State 
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Railroad, making them important hubs for industry, fishing, and tourism. Both have year-round 

populations that balloon in the summer fishing and tourist seasons. Whittier's permanent 

population was 272 at the time of the 2020 census, compared to Seward at 2,717 (U.S. Census 

Bureau, 2021).

Both areas lie in the Kenai Mountain Range, which extends from the southern tip of the Kenai 

Peninsula north to the Chugach Mountains. Numerous glaciers and several icefields occupy these 

areas. The Harding ice field lies directly west of Seward and its melt, in part, flows through the 

drainages that feed Resurrection Bay. To the south lies the Gulf of Alaska and to the east lies the 

Prince William Sound (PWS), which offers some protection from the Pacific Ocean storms.

Figure 1.1 Research test sites: Wittier and Seward are two of Alaska's economically important 

transportation hubs. Each city is located in a fjord frequented by landslides.
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The orientation of the fjords in the two AOIs differ, with the Resurrection Bay trending north

south, and Passage Canal oriented northeast-southwest. The slopes that lie in the study area can 

be characterized as being steep, rising from sea level, up to 1600 m above sea level (asl) in the 

Seward AOI and up to 860 m asl in the Whittier AOI.

1.2.1.1 Detailed Description: Seward Geography

The city of Seward is located at the head of Resurrection Bay (Figure 1.2). The highest elevations 

of the slopes that surround the fjord are composed of exposed bedrock, colluvium, snow, ice, and 

few glaciers. At the mid-altitudes, the slopes consist mostly of exposed bedrock, till, perched 

lateral moraines, and colluvium. When soil is present in this area, it is typically shallow and 

poorly developed. The lower parts of the slopes and the valley contain mostly Quaternary 

alluvial, colluvial, and glacial deposits. These are the only areas within the region that have 

significant soil development (Boggs et al., 2008).

The fjord is approximately 3- to 5-km wide, 25-km long, and its waters are deep immediately 

offshore. The depths in the central depression of the fjord, termed the “bathtub,” reach 283 to 297 

m below sea level, while depths in the southern end of the fjord rise to approximately 195 m 

below sea level to form a sill that effectively prevents sediment from leaving the bathtub 

(Haeussler et al., 2007). The only areas where water depth is shallow are near the alluvial fans 

and deltas that enter the bay. As such, a majority of the community and infrastructure in the 

surrounding area is built upon the alluvial fans, deltas, and the valley floor.

The historic town center and harbor are located on an alluvial fan created from the sediments 

from the Lowell Creek drainage directly to the west (Figure 1.2). To the north of downtown 

Seward numerous housing developments as well as the local elementary, middle, and high 

schools are located on another alluvial fan created by Japanese Creek, which drains the areas 

between Mt. Marathon and Mt. Benson. There is also significant infrastructure located on the 

deltas of Spruce Creek (known as Lowell Point) and both the Resurrection River and Fourth of 

July Creek deltas. To the north of Resurrection Bay, several creeks that drain the high mountain 

valleys course through the flat valley that is home to several housing developments.
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Figure 1.2 Seward study area. The area of interest is shown with a red outline. Town Center refers 

to the Seward downtown area.
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1.2.1.2 Detailed Description: Whittier Geography

Whittier is a unique area of the world. The town is situated at the head of the Passage Canal fjord, 

and is tightly confined by the surrounding mountains (Figure 1.3). The city is connected by land 

to the rest of the state through the Anton Anderson Memorial tunnel, which is used for both rail 

and motorized vehicles. It is narrow and can only accommodate one lane of traffic, leaving 

travelers to queue at the entrances if the travel is going in the opposite direction at the time. The 

tunnel also closes at night, at which point access is truly cut off from the rest of the state.

The infrastructure in Whittier is limited, with all but a few recreational cabins and a limited 

number of private residences confined to the city center located at the head of Passage Canal, an 

area that encompasses approximately 0.75 km2. This area is built upon fluvioglacial deposits left 

behind by the Whittier Glacier located just south of the city, and subsequently reworked by 

Whittier Creek (Nistor, 2013).

The surrounding mountains are steep, ranging from 30 to 60 degrees and reaching heights up to 

860 m asl. Passage Canal, and the adjacent Passage Pass make the dividing line of where the 

Chugach Mountains to the north and the Kenai Mountains to the south meet. Due to its location, 

the area is prone to heavy and prolonged winds that can range between 45-80 kilometers per hour 

(Catalyst, 2020). The severe winds can create snow drifts that cover downtown buildings, cars, 

and streets. Further upslope, the winds can trigger avalanches and have led to tunnel closures 

and damage to infrastructure and equipment (Catalyst, 2020).
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Figure 1.3 Whittier is situated at the head of Passage Canal. While it is only 73 km away from 

Anchorage, it is inaccessible via the road and rail system for large portions of the night when the 

Anton Anderson Memorial Tunnel is closed.

1.2.2 Geology and Soils

The geologic setting of both areas can be characterized by a rugged, glacially-carved and scoured 

bedrock landscape with local pockets of late Quaternary glacial, alluvial, and colluvial deposits 

limited primarily to valley bottoms (Bull et al., in prep.). Both study areas lie in the northeast 

section of the Aleutian megathrust, where the Pacific Plate is subducting under the North 

American Plate. The region is tectonically active and is home to large magnitude earthquakes, 

including the massive 9.2 magnitude “Good Friday Earthquake” that occurred on March 27, 1964.

The rugged landscape of the region was carved out over the course of several major glacial 

periods. During the Pleistocene Epoch (~2.6 million to ~11,000 years ago), numerous advances of 

the Cordilleran ice sheet reshaped this part of Alaska (Molnia, 1986). Following the last glacial 

maximum (between ~25,000 and ~13,000 years ago), the thick Cordilleran ice began to retreat 
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from the region's fjords, leaving behind deeply carved, oversteepened bedrock (Kaufman and 

Manley, 2004). Glaciers readvanced during the late Holocene (the last ~3,000 years), with multiple 

phases of Little Ice Age (LIA; ~1200 to 1900 AD) advance recorded in western PWS. Glaciers in 

South-Central Alaska have been in a general state of retreat for several decades and currently 

exhibit some of the highest glacier wastage rates on Earth (Gardner et al., 2013).

1.2.2.1 Detailed Description: Seward Geology

The bedrock within the study area mostly consists of metasedimentary rock, which has been 

mapped as part of the Upper Valdez Group (Tysdal and Case, 1979) and is included in the more 

extensive Upper Cretaceous Chugach Flysch Unit (Wilson et al., 2015). There is also a small area 

of volcanic rocks in the southeast areas of the fjord, mapped as Paleocene-Eocene ophiolites and 

related rocks (Bradley et al., 2003), and a part of Orca Group (Nelson et al., 1985; Plafker et al., 

1994; Wilson et al., 2015).

The Valdez Group in the study area, mostly consisting of shale and mudstones, were regionally 

metamorphosed to low greenschist facies during the late Cretaceous to early Paleocene (Bradley 

and Miller, 2006). These rocks were likely first deposited on the oceanic plate in a deep-sea trench, 

and later accreted during subduction (Nilsen and Zuffa, 1982). Most of the Valdez Group consists 

of relatively coherent strata that were deformed into regional-scale tight to isoclinal folds and cut 

by a slaty cleavage (Bradley and Miller, 2006). These flysch formations generally consist of very 

fine- to medium-grained, medium-light-gray to medium-dark-gray, highly indurated, lithic 

greywacke and siltstone (Dusel-Bacon et al., 1993, 1996). The units are commonly ten- to 

hundreds- of- meters thick; however, there are some areas where greywacke and siltstone are in 

thin interbeds, only 3 to 10 cm thick (Lemke, 1967).

The volcanic rocks of the Orca Group consist of thick to thin tabular bodies of altered tholeiitic 

basalt that have pillowed, massive, or crudely columnar flows and also include pillow breccia, 

aquagene tuff, and diabase or gabbro sills; pillows have palagonitic and amygdaloidal chilled 

margins (Winkler and Plafker, 1993). The pillow basalt (average 0.5 m in diameter), which can be 

seen along the southeastern shores of the fjord near Thumb and Humpy Coves, forms a west
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dipping sequence and contains minor interbedded siltstone; strike is approximately north and 

dips are 30 to 45° to the west (Bradley and Miller, 2006).

Within the Seward AOI, no major faults have been mapped in the area, but small faults, shear 

zones, and joints are common throughout (Lemke, 1967). Locally, the rocks are complexly folded 

or contorted. The main structural trend of the rocks in the Seward area is from near north to 

approximately N. 20° E. The beds and cleavage of the rocks commonly dip 70° W or NW to near 

vertical.

1.2.2.2 Detailed Description: Whittier Geology

The bedrock geology of the area around Passage Canal is comprised mostly of Valdez Group 

metasedimentary rocks with small pockets of intrusive granite and granodiorite rocks along the 

periphery of the north east portions of the AOI (Nelson et al., 1985). The surficial geology was 

recently mapped by Bull et al. (in prep.) and can be characterized as glacially-scoured bedrock 

with pockets of Quaternary glacial, alluvial, and colluvial deposits. These deposits are mostly 

confined to the lower elevations of the valley, but are present along erosional benches of the steep 

valley walls. In some cases, lateral moraines are also perched on portions of the over-steepened 

fjord walls.

The structural geology has been studied and mapped by Barnes (1943), Nelson and Miller (1985), 

Haeussler and Bradley (1993), Haeussler et al. (2003), and Bull et al. (in prep) mapped the major 

structural features identified through field investigations and remote sensing. The pervasive 

cleavage in the bedded rocks predominantly strikes southwest and dips 65-70° towards the 

northwest. Multiple scarps and fractures have been identified throughout the AOI which parallel 

the dominant structural fabric of the bedrock (Wolken and Balazs, 2014, Bull et al., in prep.). These 

fractures are described in more detail in Chapter 2.
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1.2.3 Weather and Climate

The coastal margins of eastern Kenai Peninsula have a maritime climate and receive abundant 

precipitation (liquid and solid). The amount of precipitation is due to both the proximity to 

moisture of the Gulf of Alaska and PWS, as well as the extreme elevation gradient that results in 

orographic precipitation. The AOI is also near an area of active cyclogenesis (Aleutian low) that 

produces a large number of moisture-bearing storms (Wolken and Balazs, 2014), which impact 

both areas. The region has also seen remnants of Pacific Ocean typhoons, which can bring flood

inducing amounts of water in a short amount of time.

Analyzing the past weather events for both Seward and Whittier has its challenges. In Seward, 

the main weather station has moved locations over time, and there are some years in the historic 

record that do not have data. There are also years in which the weather station was operable, but 

there are smaller gaps in data that can span anywhere from a day to several weeks. Fortunately, 

in Seward there are several weather stations in nearby areas that have operated over the years, 

so some of the gaps can be filled in with neighboring weather stations. The main stations used to 

analyze the weather and climate of the lower parts of the Resurrection Bay fjord in this research 

are the “Seward” (Coop ID: 508371) and the “Seward Airport” (WBAN ID: 26438) stations. These 

stations recorded data from (02/01/1908 to 01/26/2011) and (04/01/1997 to present), respectively. 

They are approximately 3 km apart and have a vertical offset of 20 m from each other. For the 

purposes of this research, these locations are close enough to conflate the data into a master 

dataset. Even with merging multiple datasets, gaps still exist in the data, but fortunately these are 

minimal and analysis of past weather and climate can be accomplished.

Unfortunately, the weather record in Whittier is much sparser throughout its history, with most 

available historical data coming from a weather station operating from March 1942 until it was 

discontinued in September 2011. Within this date range, there are significant gaps in the records 

with entire years when no data were collected. At its worst, there was a nearly nine-year gap 

between November 1973 and August 1982. In total, approximately 25 percent of the historic 

record of the station is missing. Fortunately, in 2005 a new weather station was installed in the 

Portage Glacier visitor center, which has been in continuous operation. It should be noted that 
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while this new station is located less than 9 km away from the historic weather station in Whittier, 

it is separated by Maynard Mountain, and the weather has been known to be drastically different 

between the locations. While there may be bluebird skies at the visitor's center, once a traveler 

exits the tunnel on the Whittier side it may be raining. Thus, came the colloquial phrase, “The 

weather's always shittier in Whittier”. For the purposes of this research, the data from the 

Whittier weather station is supplemented with Local Climatological Data (LCD) from the 

National Centers for Environmental Information (NESDIS, NOAA, U.S. Department of 

Commerce, 2021).

Seward and Whittier both receive the majority of precipitation during the autumn and winter 

months, while summer is typically the drier season. During the wet season, rainfall is typical 

throughout the region until October, when snow will start to fall at the higher elevations (Figure 

1.4, Figure 1.5).

Figure 1.4 Climatological chart for Seward, Alaska , derived from monthly average values 

collected from 1981-2010 (DOC/NOAA/NESDIS/NCEI, 2021).
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Figure 1.5 Climatological chart for Whittier derived from monthly average values collected from 

1981-2010. While the summer months receive less rainfall, the maritime climate of Whittier 

receives an abundant amount of precipitation throughout the year. (DOC/NOAA/NESDIS/NCEI, 

2021).

1.2.3.1 Detailed Description: Seward Weather and Climate

Locally, the steep topography and the associated orographic effect create great variations in the 

weather. The mean annual precipitation ranges from 182 cm at the Seward airport in the valley, 

to more than 254 cm in the high-altitude glaciated areas surrounding the city (Shulski and 

Wendler, 2007; Jones and Zenone, 1988). The annual mean number of days with daily minimum 

temperatures at or below 0°C (Table 1.1) at the Seward airport was 154 (based on 1931 - 2017 

data) while the weather station at the Harding Icefield saw 252 days (based on 2004- 2017 data) 

(National Centers for Environmental Information [NCEI], 2021; Western Regional Climate Center 

[WRCC], 2021). With these colder temperatures at elevation, permafrost is likely present 

throughout the high alpine, even in wind-scoured areas and on steep slopes where less snowpack 

accumulation is possible (Gruber, 2012).
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1.2.3.2 Detailed Description: Whittier Weather and Climate

Whittier is unique in that its very existence as a city is, in part, due to the pervasive cloud cover 

and rain that covers the area. During the 1940s, the United States military constructed deep water 

port facilities, warehouses, fuel storage, and complexes to house troops. The site of Whitter was 

chosen because the pervasive cloud cover made it difficult for enemy bombers to target the 

strategic infrastructure.

While the precipitation in Whitter is relatively constant throughout the year, the summer months 

tend to be slightly drier, with only 270 mm of rainfall on average for June and July. The months 

of December and January receive the most precipitation, which is typically snow; however, given 

that the average temperature in the coldest months of the year is only -1.5°C, the snow can turn 

to rain, and vice versa. The heavy snowfall presents a number of challenges for the city. The heavy 

snow loads can damage buildings and light watercraft in the harbors, as well as provide 

challenges to the city for snow removal (Catalyst, 2020). The snowpack in the area is typically 

present from late October and lasts into May, on average (Figure 1.6).
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Table 1.1 Mean number of days with daily minimum temperature at or below 0°C. Harding Ice 

field data range: 2004 - 2017; Seward Airport: 1931 - 2017 (NCEI, 2021; WRCC, 2021). The stations 

are located 20 km apart.

Weather Station Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec Annual

Harding Icefield

Seward Airport

30 27 31 29 23 12

26 23 26 16 2 0

0 0 13 29 29 29 252

0 0 1 11 23 26 154



Figure 1.6 Average snowfall and snow depth in Whittier, Alaska (1942-201). The normal 

precipitation is the arithmetic mean for each month over the time period and includes the liquid 

water equivalent of snowfall (WRRC 2021).

1.2.4 Vegetation and Land Use

Vegetation and land use play a significant role in slope stability (Wu, 1984; Schwartz et al., 2010;

Lobmann et al., 2020) and identifying where mass wasting has taken place (Varnes, 1984; Dikau 

et al., 1996; Freund, 2021). Data from the National Land Cover Database (NLCD) are used in this 

research for both AOIs (Homer et al., 2015; Yang et al., 2018; Jin et al., 2019; Homer et al., 2020). 

Given the proximity to one another and similar geology, landscape, and climate, the vegetation 

or landcover of Seward and Whittier are very similar (Figure 1.7, Figure 1.8, Figure 1.9). Both 

locations are in the temperate rainforest, but the vegetation is still quite varied given the extreme 

variation in altitude and slope. In the lower reaches of the fjords where there is sufficient soil 

development, Sitka spruce is the dominant species with stands of cottonwood and other 

deciduous trees intermixed.
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Alluvial fans, deltas, gravel bars, and other areas that experience regular disturbances are home 

to shrubs/scrubs such as willow and alder. Further upslope above the tree line where there is less 

soil development, shrubs/scrubs such as Sitka alder, salmonberry, devil's club, lady fern, cow 

parsnip, and various willows are common. These plants are also seen in active avalanche or debris 

chutes that extend below the tree line, such as in areas which experience frequent mass wasting. 

Higher up, the slope is covered with thin mats of alpine dwarf shrubs. While these plants are only 

several centimeters thick, they have large root systems and can provide stability to the slopes 

(Boggs et al., 2008).
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Figure 1.7 The landcover of Resurrection Bay is tightly constrained by the altitude, slope, and 

aspect. Large Sitka Spruce (green) dominate the lower, flatter reaches of the valley, while 

shrubs/scrubs occupy middle portions of the slopes (tan). The highest elevations are home to 

dwarf shrubs (brown), barren rocks (grey), and perennial Ice (light blue). See Figure 1.9 for 

complete legend. Data from 2016 NLCD (Yang et al., 2018)
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Figure 1.8 Landcover of the Passage Canal fjord . The urban development of Whittier is closely 

confined to the flatter areas of the Whittier Creek Delta. The long line between the town center 

and Bear Valley to the west is the Anton Anderson Memorial Tunnel which cuts through 

Maynard Mountain. The classification (developed, low density) is not representative of the 

surface over that area. See Figure 1.9 for complete legend. Data from 2016 NLCD (Yang et al., 

2018)
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Figure 1.9 Legend for the NLCD datasets shown in Figure 1.7 and Figure 1.8. Not all classes are 

represented in each AOI. (Yang et al., 2018)

1.3 Natural Hazard Background

The term landslide is more often than not a misnomer. While all landslides are types of mass 

wasting, not all mass wasting can be defined as a landslide. Rocks that fall off a cliff due to 

weathering are neither “land” nor are they sliding; however, as the term landslide is commonly 

used in both scientific and non-scientific literature to describe generic slope failures, that 

definition will also be adopted here and used throughout this work. To describe and map the 

natural hazards that affect the AOIs more accurately, this study uses a modified version of the 

landslide classification system of Varnes (1978). Varne's system is used to characterize and map 

the various types of landslides: falls, topples, slides, spreads, and flows. The type of mass 

movement can be further separated based on three general categories, or descriptors, of the 

material that will move: bedrock, predominately coarse soils, and predominately fine soils.
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The five categories have been widely accepted, and are the standard within the field of landslide 

research. Additions and alterations to these original classifications have since been implemented 

with varying degrees of acceptance. Cruden and Varnes (1996) updated Varnes' original work 

with modifications to material terms and types of mass movement. Others have suggested 

modifications to the classification of the material to better suit a specific environment or to further 

break the classification into more discrete units (Hoek and Bray, 1981; Postma, 1986; Locat et al., 

2002; Rocchi et al., 2014; Li and Mo, 2019). The classification scheme of Hungr et al. (2014) is 

chosen here (Table 1.2) because it strongly adheres to the original classification of Varnes (1978) 

but updates the terms used to describe the material to be more in line with geotechnical material 

terminology.

Table 1.2 Summary of Hungr et al. (2014) Landslide classification system and the 32 identified

classes (from Hungr et al., 2014).

Type of
Movement Rock Soil

Fall 1. Rock/ice Fall 2. Boulder/debris/silt fall
Topple 3. Rock block topple

4. Rock flexural topple
5. Gravel/sand/silt topple

Slide 6. Rock rotational slide 11.Clay/silt rotational slide
7. Rock planer slide 12. Clay/silt planer slide
8.Rock wedge slide 13. Gravel/sand/debris slide

9. Rock compound slide
10. Rock irregular slide

14. Clay/silt compound slide

Flow 18. Rock/ice avalanche 19. Sand/silt/debris dry flow
20. Sand/silt/debris flowslide

21. Sensitive clay flowslide
22. Debris flow
23. Mud flow

24. Debris flood
25. Debris avalanche

26. Earthflow
27. Peat flow

Slope 28. Mountain slope 30. Soil slope deformationdeformation deformation
29. Rock slop 31. Soil creep

32. Solifluction
deformation
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1.3.1 Brief Description of Slope Hazards in AOIs

This section provides an overview of the slope hazards; more details which impact the two AOIs 

are provided in Chapter 2, Chapter 3, and Chapter 4. In both AOIs, the highest elevations of the 

regions consist of exposed bedrock, colluvium, snow, ice, and glaciers. At the mid-altitudes, the 

slopes are mostly composed of exposed bedrock and colluvium. If soil is present in this area, it is 

often shallow and poorly developed. The lower parts of the slopes, including the alluvial fans, 

are the only areas within these regions that have any significant soil development other than the 

valleys of the fjords themselves. As discussed, the materials in these areas define what type of 

hazards exist.

The most common types of mass wasting in the high alpine consist of a combination of rockfalls 

and complex rock topple-slides. Further downslope, the mid-altitudes are home to 

unconsolidated deposits consisting of glacial till, moraines, and colluvium or talus from the mass 

wasting happening upslope. The mid-slopes are dominated by shallow rock and debris slides, 

flows, and snow and rock avalanches. There are some locations where the debris and snow are 

regularly funneled to areas downslope in narrow chutes or channels. These areas are inherently 

unstable and see more frequent erosion than other areas in the AOIs.

Throughout the AOIs there are a number of scarps or fractures in the bedrock and colluvium. 

These features can be differentiated based on the scale, extent, and type of material in which they 

occur. In areas of colluvium veneer, as well as thick talus, there are many small fractures that run 

perpendicular to the direction of slope. This research refers to them as tension fractures. Those 

within areas of bedrock are much larger, both in linear distance and depth. These are rereferred 

to as deep-seated fractures and are areas that deserve further field investigations in any follow

up studies.

1.3.2 Preparatory Factors

As with other communities in the Arctic and sub-Arctic, Seward and Whittier both deal with 

unique challenges not present elsewhere in the world. This region was only recently deglaciated, 

in geologic terms, and the effects of this deglaciation are still present today. With the climate of 
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the Arctic projected to become warmer over the next 100 years, the degradation of alpine 

permafrost and erosional events will increase (Gruber and Haebrli, 2007). Historic observations 

have shown that the climate in the Arctic is changing at a rate that is faster than the rest of the 

world. The increase in annual average temperature since 1980, for example, has been twice as 

high over the Arctic than anywhere else on the planet (AMAP 2011). The rise in temperature is 

not the only change that has happened to the climate, but it is an important one.

Changes in the landscape and environment can be preparatory factors, or factors which increase 

slope instability and prepare them to fail. McColl (2012) summarized the literature (Table 1.3) 

where preconditions of mass wasting are listed and the preparatory factors and triggers of 

landslides are categorized by geomorphological, physical, and human processes.

As glaciers recede, there is an enormous amount of pressure that is released from the sides of the 

slopes that were being “pushed” by the glacier, a process known as debuttressing. As this 

pressure is released, there will be an increase in slope failures along joints that run parallel to the 

valley walls, that carving glaciers have already oversteepened. The effects of deglaciation in these 

areas have also been shown to affect the frequency and magnitude of mass wasting events 

(Forwick and Vorren, 2002).

Sediment deposited by glaciers is often ice-cored for some time after their retreat. Lateral and 

recessional moraines are prime examples of where glacier ice can be covered by large amounts of 

sediment, which insulate the ice, causing it to melt slower than the surrounding exposed ice. 

These deposits can remain stable if the ice is stable, but as the climate warms, we are seeing more 

frequent slope failures due to melting ice within debris. Closely related, the warming and 

thawing of permafrost in alpine areas are also thought to be responsible for the rising number of 

mass movements in high-latitude and high-elevation areas (Harris et al., 2001; Gruber and 

Haeberli, 2007).

The increased amount of rock fall, debris flows, and in the most dramatic case, Zsurstrums, can 

cause damage locally, or further downstream if they aid in damming stream channels and fail 

dramatically in outburst floods. Likewise, the chance of glacial outburst floods increases with 

rapid deglaciation, where moraines are acting as dams (Clague and Evens, 2000).
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Table 1.3 Categorizing processes into geomorphological, physical, and human processes following the classification of

WG/WLI (1994; table from McColl, 2012).

Preconditions__________________________________________________________________________________________________
Plastic weak materials
Sensitive material
Collapsible material
Weathered material
Sheared material
Jointed or fissured material
Adversely oriented mass discontinuities (including bedding, foliation, cleavage, faults, unconformities, and flexural shears
Contrast in permeability and its effects on groundwater
Contrast in stiffness (stiff, dense materials overlaying weak plastic
materials)

Preparatory Factors
Process

Geomorphological Physical Human
Increase in slope height or 

steepness
Tilting from tectonism, volcanism, 
or glacial rebound; fluvial, marine, 

or glacial erosion/undercutting
Debuttressing Glacier retreat Unloading of slope

Exposure of potential failure 
surface

Fluvial, marine, or glacial 
erosion/undercutting

Reduction in inherent strength Soil piping or solution weathering Weathering Stress-induced 
fatigue

Tunneling, underground mining, 
deforestation

Loading of the slope Gradual buildup of sediments or 
vegetation

Construction or emplacement of 
engineering

Long-term increase in 
groundwater levels

Infiltration from storm water or broken 
pipes, irrigation, removal of vegetation

Triggers Geomorphological Physical Human
Rapid increase in pore water Undrained loading from rapid 

emplacement
Rainfall, thaw of snow/ice Undrained loading from rapid 

emplacement
Drawdown of groundwater Natural dam-breach Lowering reservoir
Transitory applied stresses Earthquake, wind Machinery vibrations

Reduction in strength Permafrost degradation, 
weathering, stress-induced fatigue

Loading of the slope Other landslides Precipitation Building materials



1.3.3 Triggers

The triggering mechanisms of landslides have been amply studied and discussed (Varnes, 1984; 

Turner and Schuster, 1996; Hungr et al., 2014).

Due to the geology and geography of the area, intense rainfall, rapid snowmelt, freeze-thaw, and 

earthquakes are the most likely triggers to occur around Seward and Whittier. From both 

previous work (Jones and Zenone, 1988; Lamke and Bigelow, 1988; USACE, 1992) and anecdotal 

evidence (SBCFSA, 2009) it is apparent that the main trigger for slope failure in historic times has 

been intense rainfall. The addition of large quantities of water to the ground causes the soil and 

debris to become saturated and increases pore water pressure, resulting in failure of the slopes. 

Loose or weak soils have been found to be especially prone to debris flows triggered by intense 

rain (Turner and Schuster, 1996), and as discussed above, most of the region can be characterized 

as such.

Rapid snowmelt is another potential triggering mechanism. Seward and Whittier both receive 

large amounts of snowfall due to their proximity to the ocean, orographic effects, and prevalent 

track of low-pressure systems, the so-called “Aleutian Lows”, into the area. While there have not 

been any recorded incidents of major landslides occurring due to intense spring melt or from 

early spring rains, this is still a concern for both Seward and Whittier.

In both areas, heavy early summer rains can also lead to rapid snow melt that could trigger a 

landslide. The current depth of snow, the amount of rain, and the air temperature during such an 

episode will affect the amount of water that will run off at the higher elevations. At lower 

elevations, where the ground may have already thawed, the runoff may be absorbed, increasing 

pore water pressure, leading to debris avalanches and debris flows.

Freeze-thaw events (frost weathering) are common occurrences in the high alpine areas and are 

a major trigger of rockfalls and topples (Draebing and Mayer, 2021; Dietze et al., 2017; Strunden 

et al., 2015). Fractures in rocks can form when stresses outweigh the strength property of rock. 

Water that enters these fractures will undergo volumetric expansion by freezing during short

term freezing cycles, which can exceed the tensile strength of common rocks by one order of 

magnitude (Perras & Diederichs, 2014). These events are common in the late autumn as the 
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temperature hovers near 0°C, and in the late spring when meltwater can easily refreeze 

(Matsuoka, 2008). However, others have shown the process of frost wedging can occur between 

0°C and -15°C (Wegmann & Gudmundsson, 1999), and that sustained freezing results in higher 

frost cracking activity than frequent freeze-thaw cycling (Amitrano et al., 2012; Girard et al., 2013). 

Both Seward and Whittier show ample signs of rockfall throughout the AOIs, and from the 

temperature data collected in the Harding Icefield (Table 1.1), it is a reasonable assumption that 

frost weathering plays a significant role as acting as a preparatory factor, as well as a triggering 

mechanism.

While historic earthquakes have occurred in Alaska, and particularly within the AOI, this area is 

data-poor when compared to other, more heavily-studied areas of the world like California. 

Review of the literature reveals that little work has been done on reconstructing past earthquakes, 

or paleo-earthquakes, based on field investigations within the study areas. Other works (Keefer, 

1984) have produced a relationship between the magnitude of seismic events and the maximum 

distance of various types of mass movements to the epicenter (Figure 1.10). Using the available 

historical data of seismic events may prove useful in determining frequencies during the hazard 

assessment.
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Figure 1.10 Keefer (1984) plotted the distance between the epicenters of different magnitude 

earthquakes and several types of slope failures (taken from Keefer, 1984)
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1.3.4 Past Studies in AOIs

To date, there has been limited work done to assess mass wasting hazards in both Seward and 

Whitter. There have been several mentions of past events in the literature (Lemke, 1967; Jones 

and Zenone, 1988; Lamke and Bigelow, 1988; USACE, 1992; Suleimani et al., 2002; NHC, 2007; 

SBCFSA, 2009; Suleimani et al., 2010; Nicolsky et al., 2011a; Nicolsky et al., 2011b) but these are 

limited mostly to the valley floors and are centered on the 1964 Good Friday Earthquake and 

region-wide flood events, where slope hazards are only briefly mentioned. Of these studies, the 

most thorough review of mass wasting hazards is Jones and Zenone (1988). Although their work 

focuses on the effects of the 1986 flood, they draw correlations between the amount of debris 

deposited in the valleys and slope processes, providing an initial descriptive inventory of the 

hazards that exist near Seward (Table 1.4).

Table 1.4 Known occurrences and potential of occurrence for landslides/debris avalanches and 

debris-laden floods in creeks of the Resurrection Bay drainage basin. Relative potential for 

occurrence: A - high; B - moderate; C - low (modified from Jones and Zenone, 1988).

Drainage Basin
Landslide/ Debris Avalanche Debris-laden Flood

Known
Potential

Known Potential Known Potential Landslide Dam Ice or Moraine Dam
Forth of July River 1986 A 1982,86 A -- A A
Godwin Creek 1986 A 1982,86 A 1986 A A
Resurrection Bay Tributary -- B 1986 B -- C C
Sawmill Creek -- A 1976,86 A -- B C
Sawmill Creek tributary (south) -- B -- B -- C C
Sawmill Creek tributary (north) -- B -- B -- C C
Kwechak (Glacier) Creek 1986 B 1986 A -- B B
Grouse Creek 1986 C 1986 C -- C C
Lost Creek 1986 A 1969,76,86 A 1986 A C
Lost Creek tributary -- C 1986 A -- C C
Box Canyon Creek 1964, 86 A 1986 A 1986 A C
Japanese Creek 1964,66,76,86 A 1966,69,06 A 1986 A C
Scheffler (Rudolph) Creek -- C 1986 C -- C A
Lowell Creek 1966 A 1966,67,69,76,86 A -- A C
Spruce Creek 1986 A 1966,76,82,86 B 1986 A A
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In addition to the lack of formal studies of mass wasting hazards, until now there has also been a 

dearth of raw data in the alpine regions of the AOIs. This research is the first to collect high 

resolution data to conduct a preliminary hazard assessment and to allow others to conduct 

similar works. The collection of this data is described in detail in the next section, Chapters 2-4, 

and Appendix A.

1.4 Use of Remote Sensing and DEMs for Identifying Hazards

Identifying natural hazards can be done in a number of ways and at different levels of detail. This 

can range from documenting place names and locations of past events, to a detailed geotechnical 

analysis that involves boreholes, measurements of rock and soil strength and stability, and 

groundwater and displacement monitoring. The methods used are dictated by the goal of the 

work, but other factors such as size of the AOI, cost, available time, and expertise also influence 

the choice. In general, the larger the study area, the less detail that can be accurately documented. 

For example, it would be prohibitively expensive and time consuming to conduct a detailed 

geotechnical study for an entire region. Likewise, simply documenting past events for a hospital 

construction site is inadequate. Therefore, it is important to define the goals for the work and 

choose a method suited to accomplish those goals.

This research provides the first mass wasting hazard inventory maps made for both AOIs and 

the first detailed surficial geology map for two basins within Resurrection Bay. As the extent of 

these products is quite large, remote sensing data was used as the primary source for mapping. 

This section briefly describes the different remote sensing techniques applied to collect, process, 

and analyze the data.

1.4.1 Digital Elevation Models

Digital Elevation Models (DEM)s are now routinely used as important data sets to study the 

Earth's surface and how it changes with time. DEMs have been cited as the most important piece 

of information for modeling the risk of potential mass wasting events and slope instability studies 

(Soeters and Van Westen, 1996; Carrara et al., 1999; Pawluszek and Borkowski, 2017). They are 

also essential for the study of stream channel morphology and sedimentation studies (Wheaton 
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et al., 2010; Milan et al., 2007). Every aspect of the research outlined in this dissertation uses DEMs, 

and much time was spent collecting data to create, refine, analyze, and distribute DEMs. This 

section reviews the methods that can be used to create DEMs.

It should be noted that there are several types of elevation models. While there is a growing 

consensus on the terminology, there is still confusion among the abbreviations DEM, DSM, and 

DTM. I will refer to DEMs as models that depict the earth's actual surface, where each pixel 

represents the x-y-z coordinate of the ground. A Digital Surface Model (DSM) is a model of the 

highest point for each location of the earth. For example, the pixel in question does not represent 

the ground surface, but the highest object on the ground such as a tree, house, etc. Perhaps the 

largest point of contention in the nomenclature is the definition of a Digital Terrain Model (DTM). 

For this research, DTM is only referred to as an elevation model that has not only been 

interpolated to represent the elevation of the bare ground, but also manually edited with aspects 

such as break lines and hydro-enforcement. In cases where ground points are used to interpolate 

over areas such as vegetation or infrastructure, the terms bare-earth DEM or last-return DEM are 

used. This research does not utilize DTMs, as hydrologic modeling or civil engineering is not the 

underlying purpose of the work.

Methods to create elevation models range from interpolating elevation heights from a digitized 

topographic map to conducting ground surveys, Global Navigation Satellite Systems (GNSS) 

surveys, Light detection and ranging (LiDAR), interferometric radar (InSAR), stereo

photogrammetry, and Structure from Motion (SfM).

1.4.1.1 Ground Surveys

Traditionally, elevation data were collected using ground surveying methods, known as geodetic 

surveys. The process was time-consuming, labor intensive, and expensive. It was not uncommon 

for large surveys to last for years and involve the work of dozens of people. This technique was 

the predominant means to gain accurate elevation data until the advent of photogrammetric 

techniques, and widespread use of GNSS, specifically the US Global Positioning System (GPS) 

technology. The advent of the use of GPS for mapping dates back to the 1970s for military 

applications and to the early 2000s for civilian applications when selective availability was turned 
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off by the US government (Adrados et al., 2002). Early geodetic surveys relied on the use of optical 

instruments and the principles of trigonometry, such as the law of similar triangles and 

triangulation. The process is still used today in modern surveying, though the baseline is typically 

now established using very accurate position data from GPS and sophisticated equipment such 

as total stations.

1.4.1.2 GNSS

GNSS data are used to determine a position on the ground through the process of trilateration. 

Since the positions of the satellites orbiting the Earth are known at all times, we can measure the 

time it takes for a signal to reach the receiver on the surface in order to get the distance between 

the satellite and receiver. The signal broadcast from the satellite contains three main components 

which are used to determine the precise distance to the receiver: navigation data, ranging code 

(also known as pseudo random noise), and a carrier signal (Leclere et al., 2014). When we compare 

the distances between an array of satellites and the receiver, a precise position can be calculated.

To get the most accurate position factors, such as clock bias, we must account for errors such as 

ephemeris errors (Warren and Raquet, 2002), receiver error, multipath errors (Townsend and 

Fenton, 1994; Kos et al., 2010), and atmospheric interference (Craven et al., 2013). To avoid these 

errors, the user should preplan the survey to ensure that a good satellite constellation is available 

and, if possible, use a differential system (or at least Wide Area Augmentation System (WAAS) 

in the lower 48) to account for the atmospheric interference. If this is not possible, the option to 

post-process the data still exists using Continuously Operating Reference Stations (CORS) 

processing (Schwieger et al., 2009; Catania et al., 2020). Methods for collecting GNSS data are 

detailed in Chapters 2 and 4.

1.4.1.3 LiDAR

Using lasers to model the surface of the earth is effective and its use has become widespread. The 

basic principle behind this method is that light is emitted through a laser pulse, reflected off an 

object, and returned to a sensor. As the speed of light is known, using the time between when a 

pulse of energy is transmitted and received can be used to calculate the distance between the 
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sensor and the object. Since we are using light to detect and range an object, the process and 

equipment used to acquire the information is most often called LiDAR.

The benefit of using airborne LiDAR for the creation of DEMs is that the ground spacing of the 

pulses of light can be set to the user's needs. For high-resolution data, the survey would fly “low 

and slow” to ensure that every meter of earth is receiving an adequate number of pulses to 

average the values for a position accurately. If the resolution needs are coarser, the survey can be 

flown higher and faster. This leads to fewer pulses per ground spacing and it also lessens the cost 

of the survey. In reality, the survey is typically planned so that there is a compromise between 

cost and resolution.

Perhaps the most significant benefit of LiDAR is that some of the pulses of energy (the last 

returns) can “penetrate” vegetation cover, which results in a bare-earth DEM. For users wanting 

a DSM, LiDAR will also provide this by taking the first returns of the pulses of energy, the so- 

called highest hit. The bare-earth DEM and DSMs are created by interpolating the desired points 

into a grid through processing such as Triangular Irregular Network (TIN), and kriging (Sharma 

et al., 2010). For more information on interpolation methods and the associated error, see Polat et 

al. (2015) and Bater and Coops (2009).

1.4.1.4 Radar Interferometry

To compute an elevation model using radar or synthetic aperture radar (SAR), we need two phase 

signals, where the sensor is located at two locations. The distance between the sensors is known 

as the spatial baseline. Once the two phase images are correctly referenced to one another, the 

phase difference for a target on the ground is used to compute its elevation.

Whether the digital elevation model will result in a bare-earth DEM or DSM will depend on the 

wavelength of the sensor. The L-band wavelength (15 to 30 cm) is quite large, and can reach the 

surface and near-subsurface where there is vegetation, while shorter wavelengths like the X-band 

(2.4 to 3.8 cm) and Ku-bands (1.7 to 2.4 cm) will be scattered by the vegetation, resulting in a 

surface model closely resembling a DSM. Two examples of this technology being used for wide- 

scale surveying are NASA's Shuttle Radar Topography Mission (SRTM; C-band) and the German 
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Space Agency's (DLR) World DEM. The World DEM was acquired with the TerraSAR (TSX) and 

TandemSAR (TDX) platforms, which each have X-Band sensors. These data result in an elevation 

model that will contain return signals from much of the vegetation canopy, while the STRM, 

which was mostly acquired with C-band, can penetrate more of the vegetation and has a closer 

approximation to ground level.

A main consideration for the creation of elevation models using this method is that the temporal 

baseline should be as small as possible to avoid decorrelation that will happen over time to 

minimize the effects of atmospheric noise. For more information see Abdelfattah and Nicolas 

(2002) and Crosetto (2002).

1.4.1.5 Structure from Motion

Structure from Motion (SfM) is a low-cost alternative to traditional photogrammetric surveys. It 

is similar to traditional photogrammetry in that it relies on overlapping pairs of images to derive 

positional information of the data in order to create a three-dimensional model; however, it 

diverges from conventional photogrammetry in a number of ways. Unlike photogrammetry, 

camera distortions can be included in the mathematical model of SfM. This allows accurate DEMs 

to be generated from uncalibrated cameras, substantially reducing the cost for image-based 

generation of elevation data. The images used to construct the 3D models for SfM can also be 

taken from various orientations and scales because of the new generation of image matching 

algorithms such as Scale Invariant Feature Transform (SIFT) (Fonstand et al., 2013).

The SIFT algorithm is used to detect matching points between images. Statistical outliers of these 

matching points are removed using a RANdom SAmple Consensus (RANSAC) algorithm. The 

resulting matching features are tracked from image to image, enabling initial estimates of camera 

positions and object coordinates, which are then refined iteratively using non-linear least-squares 

minimization (Snavely et al., 2008; Westoby, 2012). The location of an object, the cameras' 

locations, and cameras' orientations, are determined in this manner, creating a geometry between 

the target and cameras in a relative space (Figure 1.11). The geometry is further refined using 

sequential bundle block adjustment techniques (Mouragnon et al., 2009; Cao et al., 2017).
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Figure 1.11 Structure from Motion, as the name implies, is able to model a three-dimensional 

object by identifying and matching key features in multiple images (taken from Fonstad et al., 

2013).

The result of these first steps in processing is a sparse point cloud, where each point represents a 

key feature point that was identified and tracked through multiple images. As mentioned above, 

this point cloud is in relative space and only after spatial coordinates are entered, for either 

positions on the model or for the positions of the cameras, will this model be georeferenced. The 

point cloud can then be exported or be interpolated into a raster image and compared to other 

three-dimensional surface models.

The number of key points in an image is dependent primarily on image texture and resolution, 

such that complex images at high (often original) resolutions will return the most results. 

Therefore, the density, sharpness, and resolution of the photoset, combined with the range of 

natural scene textures, will determine the quality of the output point cloud data (Westoby, 2012). 

It has also been noted that the texture of the image will vary depending on the variations of the 
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lighting conditions and the complexity and material of the targets (Gienko and Terry, 2014), thus 

attention to light conditions during image acquisition must be taken into account.

There are many advantages of creating three-dimensional models of surfaces using SfM 

including: cost, use of historic imagery, simplicity for the user, and the availability of the sensors. 

The tradeoffs are that this technique requires intense computing power, can take a long time to 

process, and the files use a tremendous amount of disk space. Another disadvantage is this 

method will not work well in areas of low contrast, such as snow fields or areas of poorly lit 

conditions such as shadows, due to the fact that the first step in the processing (finding points in 

overlapping images) uses the contrast between pixels to identify these points. As in 

photogrammetry, the resulting elevation models are DSMs rather than bare-earth DEMs.

SfM technology was developed in the 1990s and has its roots in the field of computer vision 

(Spetsakis, 1991). While it has been used in the arts and visualization communities, including the 

movie and video game industry for some time, it has only recently been used in the geosciences 

(Niethammer et al., 2010). With the advent of cheap reliable Unmanned Aerial Systems (UAS) 

and the low cost of SfM processing, there has been a large collection of digital mapping in the last 

few years. Some have suggested we are witnessing the Renaissance of Airborne Photogrammetry 

(Nolan et al., 2015).

1.4.2 Image Interpretation and Mapping

1.4.2.1 Role of Image interpretation

It has been said that the landslide researcher's best friend is the aerial photograph (Brunsden, 

1993). While this statement was made nearly three decades ago, and there have been many new 

or revised techniques employed to identify landslides, image interpretation still plays a vital role 

today and is often used as the sole or primary method of detecting slope movement (KlimeS, 2013; 

Bucci et al., 2021). Guzzetti et al. (2012) cite several reasons for the continued widespread use of 

aerial images today, including: ability to recognize landslides with the aid of vertical exaggeration 

when viewed stereoscopically, the simplicity of viewing an image without sophisticated 
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technology, the high resolution and large extents of the frames, and the widespread availability 

of historic and more recent data through governments, institutions, and private companies.

Accurately identifying landslides in aerial imagery relies on the mapper's ability to recognize the 

geomorphic signature in the landscape, which is by its nature an empirical process that requires 

training and experience (Way, 1973; Zanutta et al., 2006). This is done by observing the image 

characteristics of the feature including shape, size, color, tone, texture, pattern of objects, site, and 

setting (Guzzetti et al., 2012). This research uses a systematic approach to identify landslides and 

other geomorphic features within the AOI (Table 1.5), combining the characteristics of a landslide 

type (Soeters and Van Westen, 1996) with the previously-described image characteristics.
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Table 1.5 Image characteristics of mass wasting and geomorphic types (description of morphology, vegetation and drainage is 

modified from Soeters and Van Westen, 1996).

36

TYPE OF
FEATURE

CHARACTERIZATION BASED ON MORPHOLOGY, VEGETATION, DRAINAGE, AND ASPECTS OF VISIBLE 
IMAGE INTERPRETATION

Ro
ck

fa
ll 

an
d 

To
pp

le

Morphology: Distinct rock wall or free face in association with scree slopes (20 to 30 degrees) and dejedion 
cones; jointed rock wall (>50 degrees) with fall chutes

Vegetation: Linear scars in vegetation along frequent rock-fall paths; vegetation density low on active
scree slopes

Drainage: No specific Characteristics

Texture: Exposed rock walls have coarse textures with some areas of smooth or polished texture; scree
slopes have a finer, homogenous texture with some distinct blocks throughout

Tone/Color: Bedrock is often darker than the surrounding area, with sharp contrasts caused by shadows;
scree slopes are lighter, often light grey

Shape, Size, Pattern, and Bedrock is often blocky to craggy found along the ridge lines of the AOI; scree slopes often
Site/Association: have lineations parallel to the slope, the tops of the fields often form a peak while the distal 

ends fan out

D
eb

ri
s A

va
la

nc
he

Morphology: Relatively small, shallow niches on steep slopes (>35 degrees) with dear linear path; body 
frequently absent (eroded away by stream)

Vegetation: Niche and path are denuded or covered by secondary vegetation

Drainage: Shallow linear gully can originate on path of debris avalanche, causing further incision
Texture: Mostly smooth texture, areas with larger debris will be coarser
Tone/Color: Lighter than surrounding area, but difficult to distinguish between scree slopes, colors vary

from light brown to light grey depending on location

Shape, Size, Pattern, and Mostly narrow linear features run parallel to the slope, often start near ridges and end in
Site/Assodation: valley, may "cut through" vegetation, streams are often found within and snow may be 

present at the termini
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Table 1.5 (Continued)

TYPE OF
FEATURE

CHARACTERIZATION BASED ON MORPHOLOGICAL, VEGETATION, DRAINAGE, AND ASPECTS OF VISIBLE IMAGE 
INTERPRETATION

D
eb

ri
s F

lo
w

Morphology: Large amount of small concavities (associated with drainage system) or one major scar 
characterizing source area: almost complete destruction along path, sometimes marked by 
depositional levees; flatfish desolate plain, exhibiting vague flow structures

Vegetation: Absence of vegetation everywhere; recovery will take many years
Drainage: Disturbed on body; original streams blocked or deflected by body
Texture: Mixed texture; coarser near the zone of detachment where bedrock is present, tracks are smoother

and become smoother over time, debris deposits are coarse if present
Tone/Color: Lighter than surrounding areas, often a sharp contrast to the surrounding vegetation; older flows 

will have lighter colored vegetation

Shape, Size, Pattern, Often dendritic shape with multiple zones of failure branching into a narrow main chute, fans out at
and Site/Association: terminus; wide range in sizes

Morphology: Ridges of debris, which run parallel to glacial valley walls

G
la

ci
al

 T
ill

 an
d 

M
or

ai
ne

s

Vegetation: Vegetation is sparse to bare when the moraines are newly established, ice-cored, and/or actively 
moving. Vegetation may establish as the moraine thaws, or the rate of movement slows

Drainage: Drainages of adjacent slopes may be diverted to run parallel to the valley. Water tracks may
originate from ice-cored moraines during periods of active thawing. Till is often incised and
exposed by steep streams inhabiting debris and avalanche tracks

Texture: Texture of till is smooth with coarser portions peppered throughout; texture of moraines varies
widely by land cover

Tone/Color: Tone and color of till varies by location, but is often darker than surrounding colluvium especially
in areas where recent mass wasting as occurred; moraines' tone and color varies, but will often 
have dark shadows on one side of its slope

Shape, Size, Pattern, Till is found near recently deglaciated portions of the side valleys, as well as on the middle and
and Site/Association: lower portions of slopes where it has been deposited and subsequently incised; moraines have 

distinctive linear ridge-like shapes found on valley walls, in cirques, and near glacier termini
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Table 1.5 (Continued)

TYPE OF CHARACTERIZATION BASED ON MORPHOLOGICAL, VEGETATION, DRAINAGE, AND ASPECTS OF VISIBLE
FEATURE IMAGE INTERPRETATION

Morphology: Unconsolidated sediments deposited primarily through gravitational forces; ranges in size

C
ol

lu
vi

um

from silt to small boulders; smaller sediments dominate the top of slopes while larger 
sediments can be found where the angle of slope decreases

Vegetation: Little to no vegetation is present due to consistent slope movement, the presence of 
vegetation indicates recent stability in slope

Drainage: Parallel drainage patterns dominate these areas due to steep slope and unconsolidated
sediments

Texture: Texture varies; steeper slopes have a somewhat coarse texture with streaks of smooth areas
where fine sediments reside; where slope decreases texture is very coarse

Tone/Color: Finer sediments are lighter while the larger sediment at the base of the slope is darker. 
Overall is lighter than glacial till in area

Shape, Size, Pattern, and
Site/Association:

Found below areas of rockfall and above the vegetation line

Te
ns

io
n 

Fr
ac

tu
re

s

Morphology: Cracks in the ground occurring on a slope that indicate where sections of ground are 
shifting away from one another. Often found towards the tops of slopes and 
perpendicular to the direction of slope

Vegetation: Often found in colluvium where vegetation is absent. Where vegetated, fractures may
either have no vegetation, or different species than the surrounding areas

Drainage: Drainage paths can be diverted from the normal downward flow where they intersect
fractures. In some cases, the drainage will further incise the fracture

Texture: Fractures will break up homogeneous areas such as colluvium; in some cases, the area
directly, upslope can be smooth where a scarp has formed

Tone/Color: Typically seen as dark lines

Shape, Size, Pattern, and Long and thin linear or arcuate lines, typically perpendicular with the direction of the
Site/Association: slope. Are often grouped together



1.4.2.2 Brief Overview of New Airborne Optical Images for Analysis

When this research began, there were no comprehensive image datasets over either study area to 

accurately conduct a hazard assessment. Additionally, there were no high resolution DEMs in 

the alpine areas, so aerial campaigns over both AOIs were conducted with the intent to use SfM 

techniques in order to create both DSMs and high-resolution imagery datasets. More detailed 

descriptions of the collection of new aerial imagery are provided in Chapters 2, 3, and 4, and 

Appendix A. The following is a generalized description of the airborne campaigns conducted for 

both study areas and an explanation of how the first campaign informed the second. At the time 

when these campaigns were conducted, there were few academic studies into the acquisition of 

SfM surveys and none that were done for such large extents and rugged terrain.

An aerial survey of the area surrounding Passage Canal was conducted in August 2012 using an 

image acquisition system assembled by Dr. Christian Hasselwimmer of the University of Alaska 

Fairbanks. The system used a standard digital single-lens reflex (SLR) camera, a GPS receiver, 

and a custom control box. The control box used the time from the GPS unit to trigger an exposure 

of the camera at defined time intervals, allowing for consistent spacing of the photos, assuming 

the platform (helicopter in this study) moved at a consistent rate. In addition to triggering an 

exposure, the GPS also wrote the geographic coordinates to the image's metadata file, or 

exchangeable image file format (EXIF) file.

The survey yielded over 6,000 individual images that needed to be stitched together and placed 

into real-world geographic coordinates (or georeferenced). The processing required a vast 

number of ground control points in order to place the SfM model in real space, since the GPS had 

consumer grade accuracy. Due to the logistical challenges of working in the fjord, collected 

ground control was scarce, so additional points were taken from the LiDAR dataset (Hubbard et 

al., 2013) collected a month after the images were taken.

The result of this survey is a high resolution (10 cm) orthomosaic and 40 cm DSM of the area 

surrounding Passage Canal (Figure 1.12). Unfortunately, due to errors in the flight path, there are 

many areas where overlap between flight lines was insufficient, resulting in data gaps. This first 

flight served as a lesson for future flights.
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Figure 1.12 The orthomosaic from the 2012 aerial survey conducted in Whittier. The gaps between 

flight paths were due to navigational issues, which resulted in insufficient sidelap between 

images.

In August 2015, a fixed-wing aircraft was used to fly the area around Seward to collect images 

that were processed with SfM software. This time, the data acquisition and processing of the data 

were adjusted to resemble a traditional photogrammetry approach. Rather than relying solely on 

ground control, a DGPS and an Inertial Navigation System (INS) were installed onboard the 

aircraft, which led to precise coordinates and orientations of the photo centers. This allowed for 

quicker and more efficient processing. Most importantly, the end-lap and side-lap of the images 

were planned to be much greater than the flight in Whittier. The resulting orthomosaic has a 

spatial resolution of 20 cm (Figure 1.13), while the DSM is 50 cm.
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Figure 1.13 The orthomosaic for the Seward Region covers most of the watershed of Resurrection

Bay, including the terminus of Godwin Glacier. The spatial resolution of the images is 20 cm.
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1.5 Dissertation Outline

Understanding where hazardous events have occurred in the past is the first step in predicting 

where they will take place in the future. This research examines two areas where limited data 

exist, to answer the question of where hazards occur in fjords of Resurrection Bay and Passage 

Canal, Alaska.

Chapter 2 (Wolken and Balazs, 2014) examines the natural hazards in Whittier, Alaska and the 

surrounding fjord. It details the methods used to survey and map to identify areas where hazards 

occurred. The resulting field-based observations and geospatial analyses of remote sensing data 

have led to the identification of multiple geological processes that threaten the safety of people 

and infrastructure in the Passage Canal-Portage Valley area, including the town of Whittier. The 

development of the methods used in this study also informed the subsequent research that is 

summarized in Chapters 3 and 4.

Chapter 3 (Balazs et al., in prep) examines both the natural hazards and conditions of the 

cryosphere in the fjord of Resurrection Bay. The conditioning by glaciers is known to make slopes 

more unstable and this chapter argues for including cryosphere features as an input for natural 

hazard mapping. This chapter details the use of immersive virtual reality (iVR) to fine-tune 

surficial geology and hazard inventory maps. An accuracy assessment for a high resolution 

orthomosaic and DSM (Balazs et al., 2018) that was carried out as part of this research is presented 

in Appendix A.

Chapter 4 details the use of multitemporal datasets of high resolution DEMs to estimate flood- 

related sedimentation in a drainage of Seward, Alaska. The paper details several ways in which 

DEMs are created, and the challenges and considerations of uncertainty involved with comparing 

data collected by different means. The study also quantifies the amount of sediment deposited 

within the cities' infrastructure during past heavy rain events and draws correlations between the 

amount of debris and the magnitude of the storms. Chapter 4 is accompanied by Appendix B, 

which is an internal report for the Seward Bear Creek Flood Service Area by Balazs (2017). The 

report summaries changes in sedimentation for several drainages located in the Resurrection Bay. 
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Chapter 5 presents the overall conclusions of this research, recommendations for further work, 

and recommendations for local decision makers.
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Chapter 2 Inventory and Preliminary Assessment of Geologic Hazards in the Passage Canal

Portage Valley Area, South-Central Alaska1

1 Wolken, G., & Balazs, M. (2014). Inventory and preliminary assessment of geologic hazards in the 
Passage Canal - Portage Valley area, South-Central Alaska: Preliminary Interpretive Report 2014-1. 
Alaska Division of Geological & Geophysical Surveys. https://doi.org/10.14509/27302

Figure 2.0 Northeast view of Passage Canal, one of the western fjords of Prince William Sound, 

south-central Alaska (June 2011). In the foreground, snow lingers on the glacier-scoured bedrock 

of the south side of Passage Canal. On the north side of the fjord, prominent avalanche scars and 

active scarps are evidence of the unstable nature of the steep, glacially-carved slopes (left). In the 

background (right), Billings Glacier is visible along with newly exposed terrain from its recent 

retreat. Photograph by Gabriel J. Wolken.
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2.1 Abstract

The south-central region of Alaska is particularly susceptible to geologic hazards because of the 

region's complex, glacially-influenced terrain and considerable seismic activity. Many of these 

hazards are associated with unstable slopes that have the potential to mobilize rapidly, the result 

of which could be loss of life and significant damage to property and infrastructure with little or 

no warning. This study focuses on identifying and understanding the geologic processes that 

threaten the safety of people and infrastructure in the Passage Canal-Portage Valley area 

(including the town of Whittier), to inform community planning, mitigation, and emergency 

response activities. This report is a preliminary summary of work in progress.

2.2 Introduction

Passage Canal, one of the western fjords of Prince William Sound, connects to the Portage Valley 

and the Turnagain Arm of Cook Inlet to the west via Portage Pass, and forms the dividing line 

between the Chugach Mountains to the north and the Kenai Mountains to the south (Figure 2.1). 

Portage Valley is an important transportation corridor, providing access to Portage Lake and the 

town of Whittier, located on the south side of Passage Canal near the head of the fjord (Figure 

2.1). Whittier is host to critical infrastructure for the state of Alaska; the ice-free, deep-water port 

is one of only two in Alaska that connects to the mainland by both rail and road (Figure 2.2). 

Earth-surface processes in the Passage Canal and Portage Valley area can threaten public safety 

and infrastructure and can lead to lengthy closures of important facilities and transportation 

routes. The economic impacts of such hazards, from the impedance of traffic in an important 

transportation corridor to the potential inundation of a crucial port, can be significant at local, 

state, and national levels. The aim of this project is to identify and understand the geologic 

processes that threaten the safety of people and infrastructure in the Passage Canal-Portage 

Valley area.
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Figure 2.1 Map showing the study area location in south-central Alaska.
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Figure 2.2 Whittier, Alaska, located near the head of the Passage Canal fjord and situated below 

Whittier Glacier on the subaerial part of the fan delta created by Whittier Creek. Photograph by 

Gabriel Wolken.

2.3 Geologic and Physiographic Setting

The land surrounding Prince William Sound (PWS) is characterized by high, rugged mountains 

up to ~4,000 m above sea level (a.s.l.) and deep, glacially-carved valleys that extend well below 

sea level. Numerous glaciers and several icefields occupy this complex terrain (Figure 2.3); they 

are sustained by cooler temperatures in high-elevation accumulation zones and by abundant 

precipitation due to their maritime location. During the Pleistocene Epoch (~2.6 million to ~11,000 

years ago) numerous advances of the Cordilleran ice sheet covered the land and carved the 

rugged terrain of this part of Alaska (Molnia, 1986). Following the last glacial maximum (between 

~25,000 and ~13,000 years ago), thick Cordilleran ice began to retreat from the region's fjords, 
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leaving behind deeply-carved, oversteepened bedrock (Kaufman and Manley, 2004). Glaciers 

readvanced during the late Holocene (the last ~3,000 years), with multiple phases of Little Ice Age 

(LIA; ~1200-1900 AD) advance recorded in western PWS. Glaciers in south-central Alaska have 

been in a general state of retreat for several decades and currently exhibit some of the highest 

glacier wastage rates on Earth (Gardner et al., 2013).

Figure 2.3 View to southwest, Portage Pass in the foreground and Portage Lake and Portage

Glacier in the background. Photograph by Gabriel Wolken.

The PWS region has a maritime climate and receives abundant precipitation (liquid and solid) 

due to the extreme elevation gradient and proximity to the Gulf of Alaska, a region of active 

cyclogenesis (Aleutian low) that produces a large number of moisture-bearing storms. High- 

elevation areas receive heavy snow accumulation, and permafrost is likely in wind-scoured areas 

and on steep slopes where less accumulation is possible (Gruber, 2011).
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The glacially-sculpted terrain of western PWS generally consists of scoured bedrock with local 

pockets of late Quaternary glacial, alluvial, and colluvial deposits limited primarily to valley 

bottoms (Bull et al., in prep.). Bedrock units in this area are dominated by the metasedimentary 

rocks associated with the Valdez and Orca Groups, which contribute to a thick and spatially- 

extensive forearc accretionary complex that forms the Chugach-Prince William terrane in 

southern Alaska (Tysdal and Case, 1979; Nelson et al., 1985; Plafker et al., 1994). Intrusive rocks 

are less common in the study area, but granitic rocks associated with the Billings Glacier pluton 

are exposed on the north side of Passage Canal near the terminus of Billings Glacier (Tysdal and 

Case, 1979).

Regional tectonics strongly influenced the geology in the study area and continue to impact 

modern active surface processes. Passage Canal is in the northeast section of the Aleutian 

Megathrust, near where the Pacific and North American plates converge. This area is the source 

of some of the largest earthquakes in the world, and in 1964 produced North America's largest 

recorded earthquake (magnitude 9.2), which caused 285,000 km2 of surface deformation and was 

responsible for over 100 deaths (Plafker et al., 1969).

2.4 Methods

2.4.1 Data Sources

Detection and identification of the geomorphological processes and landforms in the Passage 

Canal-Portage Valley area involved aerial- and ground-based observations and the use of a 

variety of remote-sensing data and geospatial analysis techniques. Remote and field-based data 

sources used in this study include: medium- and high-resolution optical satellite imagery; historic 

aerial photographs; very-high-resolution optical aerial imagery; LiDAR data; Global Positioning 

System (GPS) data; Ground-Based Radar Interferometry (GBRI); and field observations.

2.4.1.1 High-Resolution Optical Imagery

An aerial photographic survey of the area surrounding Passage Canal was conducted in August 

2012 by Division of Geological & Geophysical Surveys (DGGS) scientists. The system uses a 

standard digital SLR camera, a GPS receiver, and a custom control box. The control box uses the 
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time from the GPS unit to trigger an exposure of the camera at defined time intervals, allowing 

for consistent spacing of the photographs, assuming the sensor platform (helicopter in this study) 

moves at a constant rate. In addition to triggering an exposure, the GPS also writes the geographic 

coordinates of each image to a metadata file, or EXIF file, putting the footprint of each frame into 

a georeferenced system.

The aerial survey yielded more than 6,000 individual images (Figure 2.4), and Structure from 

Motion (SFM) methods (Fondstad et al., 2013) were used to generate a high-resolution orthomosaic. 

SFM is similar to traditional photogrammetry in that it relies on overlapping pairs of images to 

derive positional information of the features in the images through a process of triangulation. It 

differs from traditional photogrammetric methods in that it does not require precise image sensor 

information (lens distortions), the sensor position (latitude, longitude, and elevation), or sensor 

orientation (yaw, pitch, roll), assuming there are sufficient ground control points in the surveyed 

area. The result of this survey is a high-resolution (0.10 m post spacing) orthomosaic of the area 

surrounding Passage Canal (Balazs and Wolken, in prep.).
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Figure 2.4 Image footprints from the DGGS aerial photography survey conducted in August 2012. 

The locations of select geographic features are labeled and include: 1. Portage Lake; 2. Portage 

Creek; 3. Portage Glacier Highway; 4. Anton Anderson Memorial Tunnel; 5. Portage Pass; 6. 

Passage Canal; 7. Whittier; 8. Learnard Glacier; 9. Billings Glacier; 10. Learnard Creek; and 11. 

Billings Creek.
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2.4.1.2 Historic and Recent Imagery

Historic and recent aerial and satellite imagery were used to analyze geomorphic change over 

time and assess these changes in terms of their hazard potential. The oldest dataset used (1978) 

consists of color infrared (CIR) photographs, scanned from the Alaska High Altitude Photography 

(AHAP) collection, with a spatial resolution of <1 m. An orthomosaic of these images was created 

using SFM methods (described above). The second dataset is from the 1996 U.S. Department of 

Agriculture/Chugach National Forest aerial survey. These images, Digital Orthophoto Quarter 

Quads (DOQQs), are part of a 1-m resolution panchromatic orthomosaic hosted by the 

Geographic Information Network of Alaska (GINA). The third time-stamp used was the very- 

high-resolution (0.10 m) orthomosaic product described in the previous section. A 2.5-m 

resolution SPOT-5 satellite image (2010) was used in the parts of the study area not covered by the 

2012 survey.

2.4.1.3 LiDAR and Derivative Products

High-resolution LiDAR-based surface elevation data were acquired over the study area in fall 

2012. In addition to the bare-earth DEM, several derivative products were used to aid detection 

and delineation of mass movement features and slopes susceptible to snow avalanching, 

including hillshade, slope, variance of slope, aspect, variance of aspect, surface roughness, and 

curvature (methodology of McKean and Roering, 2004). While surface roughness and curvature 

analyses yielded little value because of the variable and extreme surface roughness in the study 

area, hillshade and slope products proved to be highly useful.

2.4.1.4 Ground-Based Radar Interferometry

In an attempt to delineate areas where slopes are deforming due to slumping, creep, rockfall, or 

sliding, and to quantify the amount of movement, we utilized a ground-based radar interferometer 

(GBRI). The Gamma Portable Radar Interferometer-2 (GPRI-2) transmits microwave signals in the 

Ku band (17.2 GHz), has a range resolution of 0.75 cm, and is able to detect movement of less than 

2 mm along the look direction. Similar ground-based radar and SAR systems have been used in 

slope deformation studies elsewhere (Lauknes et al., 2009; Werner et al., 2012). These studies show 

that, by having control over the location of the sensor and the sampling frequency, the motion 

phases can be detected, resulting in quantifiable deformation rates of the scanned areas.
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Multiple GBRI scans of Passage Canal were conducted between August 2012 and August 2013. Initial 

data were collected in August 2012 and serve as a reference to which all subsequent scans were 

compared. Additional scans were conducted following the heavy rains of October 2012 and again 

in August 2013. When later scans were compared to these reference sets, it was apparent that the 

area of interest had high coherence, indicating that deformation (i.e., slope movement) should 

have been detectable within the limits of the instrument (about 2 mm); however, at this time the 

areas and rates of slope deformation cannot be confidently reported because of low signal-to- 

noise ratio conditions in the data due primarily to atmospheric interference. Current and future 

work using this technique focuses on filtering of the atmospheric signal and capturing a longer 

time series.

2.4.2 Landform and Process Mapping

Prior to the initial field campaign (2011), study area evaluation and predictive mapping were 

carried out using airborne and satellite optical remote-sensing products. Orthorectified SPOT-5 

data from 2010 (GINA, 2011) provided the most recent medium-resolution satellite imagery for 

the study area. Additionally, recent historical airborne data from 1982 were obtained from the 

Alaska High-Altitude Photography (AHAP) series. Data from these two epochs allowed for the 

identification of landforms associated with geologic hazards and basic evaluation of recent 

activity through image comparison.

Multi-day fieldwork campaigns were conducted in June 2011 and August 2012 and consisted of 

surveying, mapping, and landform and surface process evaluation. Ground control point (GCP) 

collection and horizontal and vertical measurements of specific landforms were obtained with a 

survey-grade GPS system consisting of two dual-frequency Topcon HiPer II GNSS receivers and 

an FC-250 field controller. A temporary (multi-day) static benchmark was established and 

processed through the National Geodetic Survey (NGS) Online Positioning User Service (OPUS). 

Points or features were surveyed using both real-time kinematic (RTK) and post-processing 

kinematic (PPK) techniques. Landform and process mapping was guided by a combination of 

geospatial analysis applied to high-resolution elevation data, interpretation of remote sensing 

data, and field ground-truthing and interpretation.
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2.4.2.1 Mass Movement Inventory

A variety of methods have been developed to assess mass movement hazards (Hutchinson, 1995; 

Hovius et al., 1997). While the specifics between methods differ, the starting point for nearly 

every method is the creation of a mass movement inventory map. The reason for doing this 

follows the maxim that future mass movements are most likely to occur in settings where 

conditions are similar to those that have caused past failures (Varnes, 1984). The mass movement 

inventory map presented in this study is a preliminary interpretive map that combines 

information from historic and recent optical imagery, derivative products of a high-resolution 

DEM, and field observations to delineate the movement zones.

2.4.2.2 Snow Avalanche Susceptibility

The snow avalanche hazards map generated in this study combines information from historic and 

recent optical imagery, derivative products of a high-resolution DEM, and field observations to 

delineate the zones that are susceptible to avalanching events. Avalanche indicator scars, where 

avalanches have damaged or stripped vegetation and debris from the slope (Figure 2.5), were 

mapped using optical imagery and field observations; however, not all avalanches cause such 

conspicuous vegetation scars, so the mapped areas represent only the largest and most destructive 

avalanche paths that have occurred in recent time. The avalanche incidence information was used 

to determine slope thresholds in areas interpreted to be release zones for past avalanches. The 

empirically-derived slope thresholds (25° and 70°) were applied to the high-resolution DEM of 

the study area to identify slopes that are susceptible to snow avalanching.
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Figure 2.5 Photograph showing the oversteepened valley wall that borders the north shore of 

Passage Canal. Avalanche scars and active scarps are visible in the image. Photograph by Gabriel 

Wolken.
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2.5 Preliminary Assessment of Geologic Hazards

2.5.1 Conditioning by Glaciers

Landforms in western PWS are products of the local geology and the surface processes associated 

with regional tectonics and climate variability and change. In this region, the processes of 

glaciation and deglaciation have had a dominant influence on the landscape, and have 

conditioned landforms and sediment for mobilization. Glaciers strongly influence the stability of 

slopes by eroding deep valleys and creating oversteepened sidewalls (Figure 2.5). While glaciers 

occupy a valley, they exert considerable pressure on the valley walls, fracturing the bedrock. As 

glaciers thin and retreat, valley wall pressure is removed, leading to dilation of the surrounding 

bedrock and the expansion of fractures. As glaciers retreat, they also distribute erratics and drape 

or deposit pockets of till, often on steep or unstable slopes (Huggel et al., 2012). Such paraglacial 

settings are susceptible to intense thermal, mechanical, and hydraulic changes that can affect both 

frozen and unfrozen bedrock and glacier-derived sediments, and can strongly impact slope 

stability (McColl, 2012). Thermal changes, such as the warming and thawing of permafrost, are 

thought to be responsible for the rising number of mass movements in high-latitude and high- 

elevation areas (Harris et al., 2001; Gruber and Haeberli, 2007); such changes in south-central 

Alaska are exacerbated by high amounts of precipitation, snow avalanching, and strong ground 

motions caused by frequent moderate to large earthquakes.

2.5.2 Unstable Slopes

Our mapping efforts show that unstable slopes are common throughout the study area (Figure 

2.6). The highest concentration of mass movements occurs in northwestern Passage Canal, where 

the terrain has recently been deglaciated (post-LIA). Mass movements in this area are ubiquitous 

and multifarious, but are commonly initiated by heaving or toppling of fractured bedrock and 

are accompanied by large, mobile talus fields. Many of the talus fields show signs of creep or 

flow, which we suspect vary in magnitude depending on available moisture and slope angle. 

Areas adjacent to Learnard Glacier are highly active as a result of the interaction of multiple mass 

movement processes (Figure 2.6). For example, rockfalls originating from high-elevation localities 

create debris fields on or above lateral moraines deposited against the valley walls, and in some 
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cases pockets of till exist in higher locations, perched above steep slopes. These moraines are 

likely ice-cored and very unstable; thermally-controlled deflation leads to unpredictable collapse 

of the moraine, including superimposed debris accumulated from rockfalls (Figures 2.7 and 2.8). 

Slope instability in this area is responsible for one known fatality in recent years (oral 

communication, 2014, City of Whittier).

Figure 2.6 Preliminary map of mass movement processes and features in the study area. The 

locations of select geographic features are labeled and include: 1. Portage Lake; 2. Portage Creek; 

3. Portage Glacier Highway; 4. Anton Anderson Memorial Tunnel; 5. Portage Pass; 6. Passage 

Canal; 7. Whittier; 8. Learnard Glacier; 9. Billings Glacier; 10. Learnard Creek; and 11. Billings 

Creek.
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Figure 2.7 Orthorectified AHAP photo (1978) showing Learnard Glacier and an incipient debris 

flow superimposed on the west lateral moraine. Red outline shows extent of the subsequent 

debris flow, as mapped from 2010 imagery (Figure 2.8).
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Figure 2.8 Orthorectified SPOT-5 image (2010) of Learnard Glacier and a debris flow (outlined 

in red) that incorporated material from the west lateral moraine and traveled onto the glacier. 

Active slope processes dominate the Learnard Glacier valley.

2.5.2.1 Portage Pass and Portage Valley Slope Instability

The analysis described above shows that localized unstable slopes exist in Portage Pass and 

Portage Valley. In the area near the glacier-scoured apex of Portage Pass, fractured bedrock and 

oversteepened valley walls are highly susceptible to rockfall. Both distributed clasts and talus 

cones are present throughout this area, which hosts numerous hiking trails. The west side of 

Portage Pass transitions into recessional moraines (Figure 2.3), derived from the late 19th to mid- 

20th century retreat of Portage Glacier (Bull et al., in prep.). This till is being incised rapidly by 

streams draining the west side of Portage Pass; numerous debris slumps and slides exist along 

these stream banks where trails connect Portage Pass to the Portage Lake area.
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The steep, glacier-carved valley walls surrounding Portage Lake are prone to rockfall (Figures

2.3 and 2.6). In the early twentieth century, Portage Glacier occupied this valley and terminated 

on land near the current visitor's center. During the remainder of the twentieth century, the 

terminus of the glacier retreated about 5 km to its present location. During this retreat, valley walls 

were exposed and lateral pressure, previously imposed on the walls, was removed. Countless 

fresh scarps, indicating the presence of active rock fall, are evident on the rock walls surrounding 

the lake. In the glacier-distal setting, few pockets of perched debris are identifiable along the valley 

walls; however, the number and size of these perched debris pockets increases near the present 

glacier terminus location. Much of this perched unconsolidated material can be linked to lateral 

moraines delineating the former height of the glacier; however, some pockets of debris appear to 

be suspended deposits from past landslides initiated at higher elevation. Rockfall and landslide 

events that enter the lake have the potential to generate large- displacement waves, creating 

potentially hazardous conditions for people and infrastructure both on and around the lake.

At the northwestern end of Portage Lake, rockfall is common along the Portage Glacier Highway 

between the Portage Creek crossing and the Anton Anderson Memorial Tunnel connecting 

Portage Valley to Whittier (Figures 2.6 and 2.9), causing hazardous driving conditions for 

motorists and occasional multi-day closures of the highway.
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Figure 2.9 Rockfall debris on the Portage Glacier Highway, April 2009. Photograph courtesy of the

Alaska State Troopers.

2.5.2.2 North Passage Canal Slope Instability

The alpine and subalpine slopes forming the north side of Passage Canal are determined to be highly 

unstable based on our observations in the field and remote sensing analysis (Figure 2.6). From 

Learnard Creek to Billings Creek, numerous geomorphologic indicators provide abundant 

evidence of recent and historic mass movements along this section of the fjord. These indicators 

include fresh scarps, talus, debris slides and flows, deflating moraines, and large transported 

clasts. Future potential mass movements present direct hazards to marine vessels or indirect 

hazards to infrastructure across the fjord if displacement waves are generated (Figure 2.5).

The alpine area at this location is dominated by two steeply-dipping cirques that funnel debris, 

via fall, slide, and flow events, to lower elevation areas (Figure 2.10). Most of the debris from these 

alpine sources is deposited on a prominent erosional bench (~280 m a.s.l.) as talus and debris fans 

that generally coarsen downslope. Large, angular blocks (~0.6-1 m long) were found at the most 

distal parts of these fans, near the downslope edge of the erosional bench, providing evidence of 
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historic high-velocity mass movement events that undoubtedly delivered debris (of similar or 

greater size) to sea level. Below the erosional bench, which effectively delineates the transition 

between alpine and subalpine areas on this otherwise continuously steep slope (~60°; Figures 2.5 

and 2.6), thick vegetation masks numerous scarps formed by the structural fabric of the bedrock, 

glacial scour, and the post-glacial dilational response of the bedrock (Figures 2.11 and 2.12). 

Rockfall scarps along the north shore of Passage Canal are abundant. The largest and most active 

rockfall scarp, which has released blocks up to ~3.0 m long (a-axis), is located approximately 3.2 

km across the fjord from Whittier. An aerial survey (2011) of this rockfall area revealed a large 

bedrock fracture with a downhill-facing scarp approximately 55 m (ground distance) above the 

active rockfall scarp (Figure 2.13). The fracture is mostly obscured by dense vegetation and is 

only visible from the air, primarily in areas of snow-avalanche scars.

Figure 2.10 The glacier-carved steep terrain of the north side of Passage Canal. Photograph by 

Gabriel Wolken.
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Figure 2.11 High-resolution orthomosaic (2012) of a major active rockfall on the north shore of 

Passage Canal. The upper red line indicates a fracture in the bedrock discovered during fieldwork 

conducted in 2011 and the lower red line traces the top of an active scarp. Red lines in upper right 

of image mark other significant scarps.
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Figure 2.12 Bare-earth hillshade image derived from the September 2012 LiDAR data showing the 

major active rockfall on the north shore of Passage Canal. The image dimensions are the same 

as in Figure 2.11. The labeled red line indicates a bedrock fracture discovered during fieldwork 

conducted in 2011 and the lower red line traces the top of an active rockfall scarp. Red lines in 

upper right of image mark other significant scarps.
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Figure 2.13 Photograph of the main rockfall and fracture above the north shore of Passage Canal . 

The yellow line shows the active scarp of the rockfall, the red line shows the position of the bedrock 

fracture, and the dashed white box indicates the location of the photographs in Figure 2.14. 

Photograph by Gabriel Wolken.

Field observations of the depth of the fracture, and thus the total thickness of the block, are 

inconclusive. The fracture is in a broad snow-avalanche zone where rock and vegetation are 

regularly transported downslope. Avalanche debris are lodged in the fracture, forming an 

intermittent false “floor” at a depth of ~2 m along the fracture's widest segments, obscuring its true 

depth (Figure 2.14). The fracture has an arcuate, convex-up form, suggesting that its origin could 

be related to the mechanisms influencing the active rockfall below. No other cracks are visible 

between the fracture and the active rockfall scarp, indicating that the bedrock block below the 

fracture may have detached rigidly in response to the removal of lateral support from the 

mountain slope (glacier debuttressing), possibly in combination with external stimuli, such as 

seismic activity, rapid snowmelt, or intense rainfall.
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Figure 2.14 Photograph of the bedrock fracture from the air (A) and the ground (B). Red arrows 

in A show the location of the fracture. Red arrow in B identifies a person for scale. Photographs 

by Gabriel Wolken.

The fracture exhibits relatively less weathering and oxidation compared to surrounding rocks and 

remains free of vegetation, suggesting relatively recent formation or movement (Figure 2.14). 

While the age of the fracture is unknown, evaluation of historic aerial photographs indicates that 

the main rockfall below the fracture occurred between 1950 and 1978. It is possible that the 

fracture formed during the 1964 earthquake (magnitude 9.2), which was centered over PWS.

Combined ground and aerial observations, along with the analysis of LiDAR data acquired in fall 

2012, indicate a fracture width of ~1.75 to 2.25 m and a length of ~160 m, with a maximum 

elevation above sea level of ~120 m (Figures 2.12 and 2.13). While the full length of the fracture 

remains unknown, the estimated surface area between the active rockfall scarp and the observed 
2

fracture is ~6,197 m . Based on these surface measurements and fracture depth estimates, and 
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informed by structural measurements, it is estimated that the total potential rockfall volume from
3

this potential failure would be 1.2-1.8 million m3, considerably less than the estimated volume of 
3

the massive rockfall (30 million m ) that occurred during the 1958 Lituya Bay earthquake to the 

south (see Tsunamis section; Miller, 1960; Nicolsky et al., 2011b). Nonetheless, if mobilized, this 

rock mass has the potential to generate a local tsunami that could impact the community of Whittier 

and damage critical infrastructure in Passage Canal (Nicolsky et al., 2011b).

Although movement of the bedrock mass is largely unpredictable, monitoring the magnitude, 

timing, and frequency of movement can provide useful information about slope stability, 

independent of the effects of large-magnitude external stimuli (such as earthquakes). During the 

summer of 2011, two monuments were installed in bedrock on the detached block below the 

fracture to assess its movement over time. The monuments were surveyed with high-precision 

GPS receivers and antennas using PPK (2011) methods (see Methods section) and reoccupied 

during summer 2012 using RTK solutions.

The results of the GPS analysis of monument positions between 2011 and 2012 showed a 

horizontal displacement of 8.5 cm (±2 cm) in the down-slope direction (115° from north), and a 

downward motion of 9.0 cm (±2 cm). The accuracy of these GPS-derived surveys depends on a 

number of factors, including GPS-related solution errors inherent to the technology, GPS 

equipment, benchmark and monument stability, and site-specific issues. The largest potential 

source of error (not quantifiable) is linked to the stability of the monuments between occupations, 

as the monuments are located in a highly-active snow avalanche chute, and thus are exposed to 

tremendous external forces. Because of the high potential for monument stability error and the 

lack of multiple successive occupations, little confidence is placed on the 2011-2012 displacement 

measurements reported above.

2.5.3 Snow Avalanches

Snow avalanches are a significant risk to people and infrastructure in the study area (Figure 2.15). 

The empirically-derived slope thresholds used in this study define a large area of possible 

avalanche risk in the study area. Notable exceptions were found in the areas where slopes are less
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than 25°, and in areas where the structural features of the bedrock prevented snow avalanche 

release or reduced snow avalanche travel. The preliminary snow avalanche hazard zonation is 

consistent with the local climatology and the complex topography over which snow is distributed. 

The mean annual total snowfall for the period 1950-2011 in Whittier is 653 cm (Western Regional 

Climate Center, 2014). Much of this annual snowfall is wet and wind-blown, allowing it to 

temporarily adhere to the area's steeper slopes more than the snow in mountains in a continental 

climate. Consequently, avalanche release zones in this area can occur on very steep slopes (up to 

70°), many of which are located in high elevation areas where greater snow accumulation typically 

occurs.

Figure 2.15 Preliminary map of snow avalanche hazards in the study area. The locations of select 

geographic features are labeled and include: 1. Portage Lake; 2. Portage Creek; 3. Portage 

Glacier Highway; 4. Anton Anderson Memorial Tunnel; 5. Portage Pass; 6. Passage Canal; 7. 

Whittier; 8. Learnard Glacier; 9. Billings Glacier; 10. Learnard Creek; and 11. Billings Creek.
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2.5.4 Tsunamis

Tsunami-inundation models of Passage Canal confirm that Whittier was impacted not only by 

a major tectonic tsunami produced by a distant ocean-floor displacement during the 1964 

earthquake, but also by locally-generated tsunamis produced by submarine landslides (Nicolsky 

et al., 2011a). While not as widely known or as thoroughly studied as tsunamis caused by tectonic 

motions during earthquakes, mass-movement-generated tsunamis can also cause loss of life and 

significant damage to property and infrastructure with little or no warning. Mass movements 

occurring above water can rapidly enter bodies of water and also produce large displacement 

waves. Tsunami model simulations suggest that significant inundation could result from 

tsunamis generated by local, potentially large, subaerial landslides, such as from mobilization of 

the Passage Canal fracture features (Figure 2.14; Nicolsky et al., 2011b). Passage Canal is 

particularly susceptible to mass-movement-generated tsunamis because of the fjord's complex, 

glacially-influenced terrain and high seismic activity (see Unstable Slopes above).

The destructive effects of mass-movement-generated tsunamis have been previously identified 

in south-central and southeastern Alaska. The best known and largest subaerial mass-movement

generated tsunami of historic time occurred in Lituya Bay, Alaska, on June 9, 1958, when a 

magnitude 7.9 earthquake occurred on the nearby Fairweather fault and produced an estimated 
3

30 million m3 rockfall that rapidly entered the water and initiated a tsunami with the highest wave 

ever recorded (524 m or 1,700 ft; Miller, 1960).

2.5.5 Floods

Like much of south-central Alaska, the Passage Canal/Portage Valley area is susceptible to 

flooding in response to high-magnitude runoff events. Flooding can result from intense or 

prolonged rainfall, rapid snow melt, rapid glacier melt, glacier lake outburst floods, and storm 

surge (Passage Canal). Infrastructure vulnerability to these events is greatest along the Portage 

Glacier Highway and in the town of Whittier. In some areas, flood potential is increased by 

catastrophic release of water that is temporarily dammed by active slope processes higher in the 
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catchment. Such events are responsible for producing both damaging erosion and rapid sediment 

deposition.

2.6 Conclusions and Future Work

Field-based observations and geospatial analyses of remote-sensing data have led to the 

identification of multiple geological processes that threaten the safety of people and infrastructure 

in the Passage Canal-Portage Valley area, including the town of Whittier. This hazards inventory 

and preliminary assessment is part of a larger study that is focused on multi-year monitoring and 

more detailed hazard assessments. The results of these studies are important for assessing 

vulnerability to geological hazards and for informing community planners and hazards 

mitigation personnel.
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Chapter 3 Improving Surficial Geology and Mass Wasting Hazard Mapping with Virtual 

Reality2

2 Balazs, M., Bogardus, R., Phillips, C., Darrow, M., Meyer, F., Wolken, G., Prakash, A. 
Improving Surficial Geology and Mass Wasting Hazard Mapping with Virtual Reality Remote 
Sensing (to be submitted).

3.1 Abstract

Identifying geomorphic features with aerial photographs, satellite imagery, digital elevation 

models, and other remote sensing data to create surficial geologic and hazard inventory maps is 

commonplace. Accurately identifying areas where slope failure has occurred relies on the 

mapper's experience and knowledge of physical processes that shape the landscape, and the 

ability to identify the features in the data. Landslides and their associated pre-failure features, as 

with all geomorphic features, are inherently three-dimensional. Identifying these features with 

two-dimensional imagery can sometimes be challenging. This research examines how viewing 

geospatial data in a 3D environment improves the process of identifying these features in order 

to improve the surficial geology and hazard inventory maps. The maps were first created through 

visual interpretation of the orthomosaics and DEMs using GIS software. 3D models were then 

exported from structure from motion workflows and imported into an immersive Virtual Reality 

(iVR) software package and viewed with a consumer-grade headset to assess the mapping and 

identify new geomorphic features that were missed. Both the surficial geology and hazard 

inventory maps were improved in this manner. This study finds that the use of iVR greatly 

improves the ability to identify geomorphic features, provides the ideal environment for viewing 

field sites prior to and following a site visit, allows for opportunities to map in a shared and 

collaborative workspace, and identifies some of the technological advancements needed before 

iVR alone can be used for comprehensive mapping exercises.

3.2 Introduction

Seward, Alaska is situated at the head of Resurrection Bay, which is nestled in a fjord that has 

been carved out by glaciers over numerous glacial advances. The city's infrastructure, including 

public schools and the hospital, are situated on alluvial fans and deltas that abut against steep 
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slopes. The processes that formed these areas are still active today and pose risks to the 

community. The oversteepened bedrock slopes are composed of metasedimentary rocks that are 

prone to frequent mass wasting events, and also contribute to secondary hazards such as outburst 

or debris-laden floods (Jones and Zenone 1988, Balazs, et al., 2021). Further down slope, areas of 

unconsolidated till and colluvial sediment, which are characteristic of the area, are especially 

prone to landslides triggered by intense rain (Turner and Schuster, 1996). The recorded historic 

triggering mechanisms of landslides and debris mobilization in the area are primarily intense 

rainfall, earthquakes, and rapid snowmelt (Lemke 1967, Jones and Zenone 1988, NHC 2007).

Seward is one of Alaska's important marine transportation hubs, home to commercial fishing 

fleets and one of the termini of the Alaska Railroad, and home to nearly three thousand year- 

round inhabitants. It is also an area that, until now, has received little attention for landslide 

hazard assessment, and has only had geologic mapping completed at the regional 1:250,000 scale. 

The higher resolution and detailed surficial geology and landslide inventory maps generated as 

part of this research are some of the first products available for the region to assess hazards and 

risks at a scale that is meaningful for planning purposes. The area of interest (AOI) for this 

research contains the two main watersheds situated due west of the town center and a large 

residential area to the north (Figure 3.1).

Glaciers carved out Resurrection Bay and the surrounding mountains during numerous advances 

of the Cordilleran ice sheet, which covered much of the region during the Pleistocene Epoch (~2.6 

million years to ~11,700 years ago) (Kaufman and Manley, 2004). There were several re-advances 

of ice in the Holocene; however, the glaciers have been in a steady state of retreat since the end of 

the little ice age (~1200-1900 AD), and in recent years, they have exhibited some of the highest 

glacier wastage rates on Earth (Gardner et al., 2013). This rapid retreat greatly influences the 

instability of the slopes surrounding Seward through several processes, which illustrates how 

changes in the cryosphere must factor into any hazard assessment done in the area.
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Figure 3.1 AOI including the drainages of Japanese Creek and Lowell Creek.

3.2.1 Cryosphere Influences

As valley glaciers retreat, they leave behind U-shaped valleys with oversteepened valley-sides 

(Holm et al., 2004; Dadson and Church, 2005). These oversteepened slopes are less stable because 

as the steepness of a slope increases, so does the shear stress. As the ratio of the slope's strength 

to the stress reaches unity, failure starts to occur (McColl, 2012). The retreat of ice also leads to 

slope instability through lateral debuttressing. When glacial ice is present in a valley, it exerts 
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considerable pressure on the valley walls. As the glacier retreats this pressure is removed, leading 

to a dilation of slopes and fracturing or jointing of the bedrock. The fractured rock is then more 

easily eroded and becomes more prone to creep deformation, topple, and fall (Bovis, 1990; 

Matthews and Shakesby, 2004; Shakesby et al., 2004).

There is also strong evidence that the warming and thawing of permafrost is responsible for slope 

failures in high-latitude, high-elevation areas, and areas near receding glaciers (Harris et al., 2001; 

Gruber and Haeberli, 2007; Blikra and Christiansen, 2014; Legay et al., 2021). Allen et al. (2011) 

analyzed the recorded rock avalanches that occurred in New Zealand over the last 100 years and 

noted that 19 out of 20 rock avalanches occurred within 300 meters of glacial ice, thirteen of which 

were within 300 meters of the estimated lower boundary of permafrost. As the climate warms, 

and valley glaciers continue to retreat, more slopes will begin to thaw, leading to increased 

adjacent slope failures.

Similarly, many glacial depositional features such as lateral and recessional moraines in the upper 

reaches of the valleys remain ice-cored. The till insulates the glacial ice, causing it to melt slower 

than the surrounding exposed ice. In the short term, these deposits remain stable if the ice stays 

frozen, but as the climate warms and the ice melts and sediments thaw, the debris becomes less 

cohesive. The lateral moraines, often perched on the hillside, are then more prone to slope failures 

and erosion. As the glacial deposits become more easily transported downslope, the amount of 

sediment delivered to the alluvial fans further downstream increases, which causes issues with 

flooding and sedimentation in the developed areas of the city.

Additionally, the retreating ice leaves behind layers of till and erratics on the steep and unstable 

valley walls. This sediment is often unconsolidated and easily eroded. It also adds to the 

overburden on the slope, further increasing the slope's instability. This perched sediment is 

extremely susceptible to mobilization and in thicker deposits can form debris flows (Huggel et 

al., 2012).
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When the slopes fail from any of the processes listed above, the eroded material is either 

transported to the valley floor where it is reworked by alluvial action, or becomes perched on the 

slope in large talus fields. These perched sediments can cause overloading of the slope, which in 

turn increases the likelihood of future slope failure.

3.2.2 Taking Inventory

Landslide inventory maps delineate areas that have failed by landslide processes, or have been 

affected by such failures (Highland and Bobrowsky, 2008). They are created for multiple 

purposes, including: documenting the extent of landslide phenomena; as a preliminary step 

toward landslide susceptibility mapping; to investigate the distribution, types, and patterns of 

landslides; and to study the evolution of landslides (Guzzetti et al., 2012). They are widely used 

and are often the first products created when landslides are studied for a region. Maps can vary 

in the level of detail they capture, as well as in the way they are created.

Mapping mass wasting events using optical data is a common practice and aerial images have 

been referred to as the mapper's best friend (Brunsden, 1993). Accurately identifying areas where 

slope failure has occurred, or areas that are showing signs of instability, relies on the mapper's 

experience and knowledge of physical processes that shape the landscape. While this process 

involves using empirical knowledge, the mapping also should be based on a systematic method 

for identifying features.

Regardless of the methods used to identify landslides and other mass wasting events, the scale 

which can be mapped and the quality of the results will depend on the resolution and quality of 

the data being used in the analysis. Landslides and their associated pre-failure features, as with 

all geomorphic features, are inherently three-dimensional (3D). Identifying these features in two

dimensional (2D) imagery can sometimes be challenging. The degree of difficulty rises as the 

quality of the imagery deteriorates. While very high resolution (VHR) images offer many 

advantages to the mapper, there are still times when the image quality or contrast may be too 

poor, or the features are too subtle to identify. To address this issue, researchers have utilized so- 

called 2.5D solutions where an orthorectified image is draped over a digital elevation model 

(DEM) within a geographic information system (GIS) so features can be identified easier. While 
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this method offers added value, it is also not without issues. Orthorectified images often suffer 

from artifacts introduced in areas of steep terrain (Verhoeven et al., 2013), and when draped over 

a DEM these distortions can be compounded if there is any spatial offset. These distortions can 

be compounded further when draping a VHR image over a coarser DEM (Pavlis and Mason, 

2017).

Recently, much work has been done to use Structure from Motion (SfM) techniques to create 

orthomosaics, DEMs, and 3D models (Westboy et al., 2012; Fonstad et al., 2016; Pargieła and 

Rzonca, 2021). Because both the DEM and 3D model are constructed from multi-view stereo of 

the aerial imagery, there are no offsets between the datasets and any smear or distortions 

introduced in standard 2.5D workflows are avoided. It has been widely argued that ortho 

imagery and DEMs are among the most important data for mapping landslides and 

geomorphologic features (Carrara et al., 1999; Nichol et al., 2006; Van Westen et al., 2006; 

Pawluszek and Borkowski, 2017). We argue here that the 3D model holds the same value as 

imagery and DEMs to mapping efforts, and is something that should be used whenever possible.

3.2.3 Immersive Virtual Reality

Viewing 3D models made with SfM software or other means is easily done using a computer 

monitor, and is beneficial as the mapper can target an area of interest in the model and view it 

from an infinite number of angles and perspectives. While viewing 3D models is a common way 

to inform geologic mapping (MacCormack et al., 2015; Buckley et al., 2016), it also has its 

limitations. Depth perception, and thus information about the landscape, is lost when a 3D object 

is displayed on a 2D screen. Sophisticated systems that use 3D glasses to gain the depth 

perception overcome this issue and are used increasingly for both geologic and landslide hazard 

mapping (Ardizzone et al., 2013; Murillo-García et al., 2015; Fiorucci et al., 2019); however, there 

are other limitations of these systems. The user is not free to “look around” quickly and is reliant 

on using a mouse to navigate and change perspective. Additionally, the Field of View (FOV) can 

be limited when viewing spatial data on a screen. While the extents and scales can be changed 

easily, there are times when a user benefits from observing features in the foreground close up, 

but retaining the larger landscape view in the background. A larger FOV retains the relationships 
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of an object of interest to the landscape as a whole. This relationship is often a critical component 

in geomorphologic mapping. A better option for viewing 3D data is to do so within a virtual 

environment.

Immersive Virtual Reality (iVR) technology has been used for mapping purposes since the 1990's 

(Vitek et al., 1996; Lin et al., 1998; Lin and Loftin, 2000). The early days of iVR were limited mostly 

to academic and governmental institutions (Kreylos et al., 2006; Kreylos et al., 2008) due to 

technological limitations (computer hardware and software) and the expensive barrier to entry. 

In recent years we have seen great leaps in innovation, usability, and affordability of VR 

equipment and computers that run the software, leading to the democratization of iVR for 

geosciences. In the last decade, many researchers have started to use iVR for geoscience 

applications ranging from outreach and teaching (Antoniou et al., 2019; Tibaldi et al., 2020; 

Pasquare Mariotto and Bonali, 2021); to natural hazard assessment and geologic mapping 

(Kreylos et al., 2006; Bonali et al., 2019; Zhao et al., 2019).

More recently researchers and groups have written software to visualize and interact with 3D 

models using consumer-grade VR hardware. The software enables a user to measure distances 

and volumes, calculate strike and dip, and annotate features (Gerloni et al., 2018; Krokos et al., 

2019; Antoniou et al., 2020). Industry is also creating software and applications that are readily 

able to ingest 3D models exported directly from SfM software. This research explores some of the 

freely-available software packages hosted by the Steam video game digital distribution service 

(https://store.steampowered.com) as they are easily accessible and integrate easily with the major 

consumer-grade models of VR hardware (Oculus Rift ® and HTC Vive ®) for the purpose of 

landslide hazard mapping in a glacially impacted study area.
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3.3 Methods

The surficial geology and hazard inventory maps of the area were created using a variety of 

datasets including in situ data, GNSS surveys, historic aerial photography, LiDAR DEMs, and 

newly-acquired aerial photography and digital surface models (DSMs) processed using SfM 

technology. Both maps were created through traditional photo interpretation, and analysis and 

interpretation of the surface morphology using DEMs and their derivative products (i.e., 

hillshade, slope, and roughness). These maps were then augmented using data collected from site 

visits and the use of virtual reality headsets to view SfM-derived 3D models in a non-GIS 

software.

3.3.1 Site Reconnaissance

Several field investigations were conducted in Resurrection Bay between 2011 and 2017 to assess 

the geohazards that affect the area. The first of the visits involved limited helicopter support 

where the landscape was surveyed at low flying heights to identify signs of slope instability and 

cryosphere hazards. When signs of slope instability were spotted from the aerial reconnaissance, 

efforts to visit these areas by foot were made to further assess the features and collect data for 

ground truthing remotely-sensed data. During this initial campaign, ground control points 

(GCPs) also were surveyed in the high alpine areas using photo-identifiable points in the 

landscape such as distinctive outcrops along the ridges (Figure 3.2). The GCPs were used to 

georeference historical imagery and the aerial survey flown in 2015.

Subsequent field investigations were contained to the valleys of the drainages and to a cirque in 

the Lowell Creek Drainage to map the glacial deposits. The primary purpose of these campaigns 

at lower elevations was to collect GNSS data and conduct aerial surveys to assess the amount of 

sediment that is transported and deposited onto the alluvial fans and deltas upon which the city 

is built (NHC, 2007; Balazs, 2017; Balazs et al., 2021); however, additional areas that demonstrated 

signs of slope instability also were noted and to ground truth the current mapping effort.
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Figure 3.2 Ground control points (GCPs) were collected in remote and hard to reach areas using 

a helicopter. The GCPs were used to help register historic and newly collected remotely sensed 

data.

3.3.2 Data Collection and Processing

Historic high-resolution aerial images were the primary data used to analyze geomorphic 

changes over time and, when possible, to assign relative dates to observed mass wasting events 

that took place within the AOI. Several years of data covering the AOI were available spanning 

between 1950 and 2015 and consisting of panchromatic, color infrared (CIR), and red-green-blue 

(RGB) composites (Table 3.1). All of the images predating 2015 were originally acquired on film 

and were made available as a digital image through their respective agencies. The digital images 

were orthorectified and mosaiced using Agisoft Photoscan version 1.4.1 using the GCPs collected 

in the initial 2011 and 2015 field campaigns.
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The data acquired in 1992 was limited in scope and the overlap between the image frames was 

insufficient for a proper SfM solution. This dataset was georeferenced using the same set of GCPs 

using ArcMap version 10.3 software. While every effort was made to limit the offset of this 

dataset, the distortion in the film and steep topography led to an inferior result. As such, this 

timestamp was not used for mapping purposes, but was useful in understanding the relative 

changes that took place in the AOI.

Table 3.1 Data used in analysis of geomorphic change and identification of mass wasting events. 

Description: (Pan) Panchromatic; (CIR) Color Infrared; (RGB) Red Green Blue image composite. 

Agencies: (USGS) United States Geological Survey; (NOAA) US National Oceanic and 

Atmospheric Administration; (AHAP) Alaska High Altitude Photography Dataset (collected by 

USGS); (NOS) National Oceanic Service; (USDA) United States Department of Agriculture; (KPB) 

Kenai Peninsula Borough; (DGGS) State of Alaska Division of Geological & Geophysical Surveys; 

(FWS) Unites States Fish and Wildlife Service.

Date Description Scale/GSD Agency Notes
1950 Pan 1:40,000 USGS Orthorectified
1978 CIR 1:63,360 AHAP Orthorectified/ iVR Model
1984 CIR 1:63,360 AHAP Orthorectified
1985 CIR 1:63,360 AHAP Orthorectified

1992 RGB 1:40,000 NOS
Georeferenced; limited coverage: fans 
and delta only

1997 Pan 1.0 m (GSD) USDA Orthorectified

2006 LiDAR 1.0 (GSD) KPB
Limited coverage: distal portions of 
slope

2009 LiDAR 1.0 (GSD) KPB
Limited coverage: distal portions of 
slope

2015 RGB/ DSM
0.2 m / 1.0
(GSD) DGGS Orthorectified/ iVR Model

2016 RGB 0.75 m FWS Orthorectified
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Compared to other locations within Alaska, the availability of historic high-resolution aerial data 

is rather robust for Seward; however, we found no aerial images acquired after 1997. While high- 

resolution satellite electro-optical (EO) data are available over this area after 2010, they are limited 

and often of poor quality due to cloud and snow cover. Furthermore, at the time of the research 

the majority of the slopes within the AOI also lacked any DEM sources with a resolution of 1 

meter or better. For these reasons, we conducted an aerial survey to collect both new aerial 

imagery and to create a new DEM using SfM techniques. The products of the survey were an 

orthomosaic with a resolution of 20 cm, a DSM of 1.0 m, and a 3D model that covered the entirety 

of the AOI (Balazs et al., 2018).

3.3.3 Surficial Geology and Hazard Mapping

We follow traditional techniques used for delineating mass wasting events and surficial geologic 

units. The classifications used in the mapping for this research include a combination of landslide 

types, surficial geology, and glacial and periglacial features. These classifications all play 

important roles in any additional mapping efforts that focus on hazard or risk assessment of the 

region. By including a wider array of classifications in an inventory map, we provide a more 

holistic view of the processes that are active in the area to inform these further studies.

The landslide classes we use here are based on the classifications by Hungr et al. (2014), which 

adhere to the original classification of Varnes (1978) but updates the terms used to describe the 

material to be more in line with geotechnical material terminology. Of these classifications, 

rockfalls, topples, debris avalanches, debris flows, and complex slides were identified in the study 

area. Other geomorphic features we mapped were those created from past slope movement or 

signs of ongoing movement (tension fractures, deep-seated fractures). Other classes (colluvium, 

lateral and end moraines, till, and rock glaciers) were mapped as they are areas that are known 

to have a high frequency of slope failures.

These features were identified based on their “signatures” as seen in the imagery. The 

characteristics that define a signature include patterns of the morphology, vegetation, drainage, 

and the characteristics in the imagery (texture, tone/color, shape, size, pattern, and association) 
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(Table 3.2). The classification criteria for the morphology, vegetation, and drainage used here 

were adapted from Soeters and Van Westen (1996) and modified for the study area.

Several considerations were made during the mapping of the surficial geology. Resurrection Bay 

is a recently deglaciated area and there is an abundance of glacial material throughout the AOI. 

This is especially true in the side valleys where the slopes are blanketed with layers of till or 

remnants of moraines. The surficial mapping done here captured the type of material present at 

the surface, regardless of the underlayment. Therefore, while an area may have meters of till on 

top of bedrock, if slope processes reworked the till into colluvium, it was mapped as colluvium.

Some areas within the alluvial fans and deltas in the AOI have been heavily modified. Material 

has been removed, added, or redistributed throughout the area. We compared imagery from 1950 

to the latest imagery collected in 2015 and 2016 to delineate the areas that were modified by 

humans; however, since the exact extent of the alterations is unknown, only large areas known to 

have been altered, as well as roadways, improved paths, and levees, were mapped as artificial fill 

(af). The remainder of these areas were mapped as the original material (e.g., Qaf - Alluvial Fans, 

Qgo - Glacial Outwash).
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Table 3.2 Image characteristics of mass wasting and geomorphic types. Descriptions of morphology, vegetation and drainage is 

modified from Soeters and Van Westen, 1996. Descriptions of the elements of photo interpretation (texture, tone/color, shape, size, 

pattern and site/association) are based on the observations of this study.
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TYPE OF
FEATURE

CHARACTERIZATION BASED ON MORPHOLOGY, VEGETATION, DRAINAGE, AND ASPECTS OF VISIBLE 
IMAGE INTERPRETATION

Ro
ck

fa
ll 

an
d 

To
pp

le

Morphology: Distinct rock wall or free face in association with scree slopes (20 to 30 degrees) and dejection 
cones; jointed rock wall (>50 degrees) with fall chutes

Vegetation: Linear scars in vegetation along frequent rock-fall paths; vegetation density low on active
scree slopes

Drainage: No specific characteristics

Texture: Exposed rock walls have coarse textures with some areas of smooth or polished texture; scree
slopes have a finer, homogenous texture with some distinct blocks throughout

Tone/Color: Bedrock is often darker than the surrounding area, with sharp contrasts caused by shadows;
scree slopes are lighter, often light grey

Shape, Size, Pattern, and Bedrock is often blocky to craggy found along the ridge lines of the AOI; scree slopes often
Site/Association: have Iineations parallel to the slope, the tops of the fields often form a peak while the distal 

ends fan out

D
eb

ri
s A

va
la

nc
he

Morphology: Relatively small, shallow niches on steep slopes (>35 degrees) with clear linear path; body 
frequently absent (eroded away by stream)

Vegetation: Niche and path are denuded or covered by secondary vegetation

Drainage: Shallow linear gully can originate on path of debris avalanche, causing further incision
Texture: Mostly smooth texture, areas with larger debris will be coarser
Tone/Color: Lighter than surrounding area, but difficult to distinguish between scree slopes, colors vary

from light brown to light grey depending on location

Shape, Size, Pattern, and Mostly narrow linear features run parallel to the slope, often start near ridges and end in
Site/Association: valley, may "cut through" vegetation, streams are often found within and snow may be 

present at the termini



Table 3.2 (Continued)
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TYPE OF
FEATURE

CHARACTERIZATION BASED ON MORPHOLOGICAL, VEGETATION, DRAINAGE, AND ASPECTS OF VISIBLE IMAGE 
INTERPRETATION

D
eb

ris
 F

lo
w

Morphology: Large amount of small concavities (associated with drainage system) or one major scar 
characterizing source area: almost complete destruction along path, sometimes marked by 
depositional levees; flatfish desolate plain, exhibiting vague flow structures

Vegetation: Absence of vegetation everywhere; recovery will take many years
Drainage: Disturbed on body; original streams blocked or deflected by body
Texture: Mixed texture; coarser near the zone of detachment where bedrock is present, tracks are smoother

and become smoother over time, debris deposits are coarse if present
Tone/Color: Lighter than surrounding areas, often a sharp contrast to the surrounding vegetation; older flows 

will have lighter colored vegetation

Shape, Size, Pattern, Often dendritic shape with multiple zones of failure branching into a narrow main chute, fans out at
and Site/Association: terminus; wide range in sizes

Morphology: Ridges of debris, which run parallel to glacial valley walls

Vegetation: Vegetation is sparse to bare when the moraines are newly established, ice-cored, and/or actively 
moving. Vegetation may establish as the moraine thaws, or the rate of movement slows

G
la

ci
al

 T
ill

 an
d 

M
or

ai
ne

s

Drainage: Drainages of adjacent slopes may be diverted to run parallel to the valley. Water tracks may
originate from ice-cored moraines during periods of active thawing. Till is often incised and
exposed by steep streams inhabiting debris and avalanche tracks

Texture: Texture of till is smooth with coarser portions peppered throughout; texture of moraines varies
widely by land cover

Tone/Color: Tone and color of till varies by location, but is often darker than surrounding colluvium especially
in areas where recent mass wasting as occurred; moraines' tone and color varies, but will often 
have dark shadows on one side of its slope

Shape, Size, Pattern, Till is found near recently deglaciated portions of the side valleys, as well as on the middle and
and Site/Association: lower portions of slopes where it has been deposited and subsequently incised; moraines have 

distinctive linear ridge-like shapes found on valley walls, in cirques, and near glacier termini



Table 3.2 (Continued)

TYPE OF CHARACTERIZATION BASED ON MORPHOLOGICAL, VEGETATION, DRAINAGE, AND ASPECTS OF VISIBLE
FEATURE IMAGE INTERPRETATION

Morphology: Unconsolidated sediments deposited primarily through gravitational forces; ranges in size

C
ol

lu
vi

um

from silt to small boulders; smaller sediments dominate the top of slopes while larger 
sediments can be found where the angle of slope decreases

Vegetation: Little to no vegetation is present due to consistent slope movement, the presence of 
vegetation indicates recent stability in slope

Drainage: Parallel drainage patterns dominate these areas due to steep slope and unconsolidated
sediments

Texture: Texture varies; steeper slopes have a somewhat coarse texture with streaks of smooth areas
where fine sediments reside; where slope decreases texture is very coarse

Tone/Color: Finer sediments are lighter while the larger sediment at the base of the slope is darker. 
Overall is lighter than glacial till in area

Shape, Size, Pattern, and
Site/Association:

Found below areas of rockfall and above the vegetation line

Te
ns

io
n 

Fr
ac

tu
re

s

Morphology: Cracks in the ground occurring on a slope that indicate where sections of ground are 
shifting away from one another. Often found towards the tops of slopes and 
perpendicular to the direction of slope

Vegetation: Often found in colluvium where vegetation is absent. Where vegetated, fractures may
either have no vegetation, or different species than the surrounding areas

Drainage: Drainage paths can be diverted from the normal downward flow where they intersect
fractures. In some cases, the drainage will further incise the fracture

Texture: Fractures will break up homogeneous areas such as colluvium; in some cases, the area
directly, upslope can be smooth where a scarp has formed

Tone/Color: Typically seen as dark lines

Shape, Size, Pattern, and Long and thin linear or arcuate lines, typically perpendicular with the direction of the
Site/Association: slope. Are often grouped together



3.3.4 Augmentation Through Immersive Virtual Reality

The data collected from the 2015 aerial survey and those processed from the 1978 AHAP imagery 

were of sufficient quantity (i.e., enough images and overlap for a robust reconstruction of the 

surface using SfM) and quality (i.e., high resolution and clarity of the image) to create a high- 

quality 3D model of the AOI that could be viewed within a iVR space. The model was created 

within the Agisoft Photoscan software and exported as a Wavefront Object file (OBJ) file. The 

models created here were another product of the SfM workflow described above. They used the 

same source imagery, camera parameters, camera center coordinates, and GCPs. The OBJ files 

then were imported into the Arkio (https://www.arkio.is) software suite available through the 

Steam video game digital distribution service (https://store.steampowered.com). The software is 

currently freely-available to use for displaying data and offers functionality to re-scale, move, 

annotate, and edit models.

Arkio was used to examine the mapping that was previously done through visual interpretation 

of the orthomosaics and DEMs, and to identify geomorphic features that were missed. This was 

done in an iterative manner, by exploring the landscape while in the immersive space, then 

updating the maps within the GIS. This effort was aided by the ability to delineate features within 

the iVR environment using the joysticks and built-in tools. Much time was spent viewing the 

landscape from a variety of angles and scales for both the 1978 and 2015 models.

3.4 Results

The end products of this research are the surficial geology and hazard inventory maps. Using the 

methods described above, each map was improved in a number of ways. While it is difficult to 

depict the advantages of using 3D visualization in a 2D format such as this research paper, 

screenshots of the oblique, and unique views available within the iVR are provided here to 

highlight some of the advantages (discussed further in Section 3.5).
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3.4.1 Improvements using iVR

There are four main categories where the use of iVR updated and improved the initial mapping 

efforts or understanding of the site and situation: 1) identification of features in areas of shadows 

or low contrast of the aerial imagery; 2) improvements or corrections to the extent of a feature; 3) 

identifying small features and those of low relief; and 4) an increased understanding of the 

potential for risk associated with a hazard.

3.4.1.1 Shadows and Low Contrast

Shadows in aerial imagery can partially or completely obscure features in the landscape. 

Fortunately, the orthomosaic created here was of high quality due to conducting the survey close 

to solar noon to keep shadows at a minimum. Nonetheless, there are still some areas in the high 

alpine areas where shadows made it difficult to identify features in the imagery by obscuring the 

morphologic signal of the terrain (Figure 3.3). Similarly, some features that were not in shadows 

were initially not recognized due to being in areas of low contrasts of tone, color, and texture. In 

both cases, viewing these areas in the iVR improved the mapping as the morphology could be 

seen more clearly in 3D.

Overall, there were a handful of areas that had low contrast or shadow where the mapping was 

updated after using iVR. This is due to the high quality of the aerial imagery that was used in the 

initial mapping efforts. In the cases where updates were made, it was possible due to a better 

understanding the morphology of the landscape and iVR providing a better ability for identifying 

the contacts between feature types (e.g. contact between talus slopes and glacial moraines). Even 

though there were a limited number of features modified, the potential advantage of using iVR 

to help with identifying features is quite clear.
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Figure 3.3 The shadows in the 2015 aerial imagery were the darkest in the high alpine areas on 

north-facing slopes. The shadows were not dark enough to completely obscure features on the 

ground, but they did reduce the contrast of the image enough where the perception of depth was 

hindered.

Figure 3.4 Viewing the morphology of the areas that had shadowing or areas of low contrast in 

IVR improved the mapping efforts.
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3.4.1.2 Extent and Classification

Adjusting the extent, or delineation, of features after the initial mapping was done frequently 

across the AOI and all slope angles, aspects, and landcover types. Most often, discrete features 

(e.g. an isolated debris flow) were altered to include portions that were missed in the initial 

mapping. These portions could have been missed for a variety of reasons including, poor contrast 

in the image, mixed pixels along the edges of features, or obstruction from shadows or vegetation. 

In other areas such as in the recently deglaciated areas of the AOI (Figure 3.5) extents were heavily 

modified, and features were reclassified after viewing them in the iVR (Figure 3.6). These areas 

have little contrast in tone, color, and texture and in some areas were difficult to delineate 

between talus, lateral moraines, till, or other colluvium. When viewed in the iVR these features 

were better distinguishable because of the morphology.

Figure 3.5 Nadir aerial image of the upper drainage of Japanese Creek. While glacial and colluvial 

features are distinguishable for much of this area, some changes to the extent were made to 

features like the lateral moraines after viewing them in iVR.
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Figure 3.6 Oblique view of the glacial features of Japanese Creek within the iVR better shows the 

boundaries between different features. Identification and labeling of the features here is 

simplified for clarity.

3.4.1.3 Small and Low Relief Features

Smaller features that were located in, or adjacent to, areas of low contrast were sometimes missed 

in the initial mapping efforts. For example, a small debris flow located directly next to an active 

river channel was not initially mapped (Figure 3.7). When that same area was viewed in the iVR, 

it was immediately apparent the feature was a mass wasting event on the slope (Figure 3.8). While 

the feature may have been caught after a second review of the aerial imagery, it would be hard 

to miss at all in the iVR given the steepness of that particular area.

Likewise, some features with low relief with respect to the surrounding landscape were missed 

in the image interpretation steps, but were easily seen within the iVR. The features in the nadir 

imagery had little to no shadowing or contrast with surrounding areas and were missed in the 

initial mapping. The most common low relief features discovered using iVR were glacial 

moraines which were subsequently vegetated.
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Figure 3.7 The feature outlined in red was missed in the initial mapping efforts due to its relatively 

small size and having similar tone and texture to the adjacent alluvial channel.

Figure 3.8 When the feature is viewed at an oblique angle, it is obvious it is steep and extends 

upslope. After viewing this feature in the iVR, it was mapped as a debris flow.
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3.4.1.4 Improved Understanding

The last improvement to the mapping efforts described here is qualitative, but arguably the most 

important. Viewing the landscape in 3D from multiple angles, scales, and vertical exaggerations 

within the iVR offered us the ability to see the features of interest from different perspectives. The 

field of view in the iVR is much greater than that of a computer monitor, and being able to see 

the spatial relationship of a feature to the surrounding landscape increased our understanding of 

the processes which formed the feature and the potential risk to infrastructure.

The scarp on the north side of Japanese Creek, just upriver of the apex of the alluvial fan, 

illustrates this nicely (Figure 3.9). The scarp is clearly seen in the aerial imagery and was mapped 

in the first round of mapping; however, the depth of the scarp was not fully realized until viewed 

in the iVR (Figure 3.10). Furthermore, when the location of the scarp and potential for a mass 

wasting event to take place is considered, it is clear this area is of significant concern for the city 

due to the potential of the landslide debris blocking the active river channel and leading to an 

outburst flood. Features of high concern like these will be communicated to the city officials, and 

recommendations for additional investigations will be made.

Figure 3.9 Nadir aerial image of area directly upslope of Japanese Creek. The scarp highlighted 

in red was identifiable in this image.
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Figure 3.10 Viewing the scarp (red arrows) from multiple perspectives adds context to the 

severity of risk associated with the hazards.
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3.4.2 Surficial Geology Map

The surficial geologic map benefited greatly from the use of iVR. The majority of updates made 

to the preliminary map were done in the recently deglaciated areas where the extent of moraines 

was fine-tuned and some features were reclassified from colluvium to moraines or till and vice- 

versa. The extents of a majority of the feature types were also fine-tuned after studying their 

morphology. The geology we mapped can be characterized as consisting of late Cretaceous 

bedrock with large pockets of Quaternary alluvial, colluvial, and glacial deposits spread 

throughout the AOI. Thick layers of till and moraines dominate the upper valley bottoms.

Figure 3.11 Surficial geology of the Lowell Creek and Japanese Creek drainages mapped from 

aerial imagery, DEMs, and 2.5D models using standard interpretation techniques.
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3.4.3 Hazard Inventory Map

The hazard inventory map was created by delineating the mass wasting events in each of the 

historic datasets, then combining the identified features into one map. Some distortions in the 

historic imagery were introduced from the scanning of the photographic film, and from the 

orthorectification process. While some mass wasting events could be identified in these distorted 

areas, they were excluded from the results. The older imagery also had dark shadows on the 

north slopes of the mountains, which left some areas impossible to map. Therefore, the events 

that were incorporated in the hazard map should be interpreted as areas where known 

geohazards took place. The absence of a delineation in an area does not necessarily mean a past 

event has not taken place in that location for a given year.

After the preliminary mapping was complete, two iVR models were used to improve the results. 

The 1978 3D model (Figure 3.12) was used to fine-tune the 1978 dataset, but these improvements 

were somewhat limited due to the coarser resolution of the source imagery used in the SfM and 

the presence of dark shadows on the north-facing slopes. However, there were a number of debris 

flows which were fine-tuned, and two smaller ones which were found only after viewing them 

in an iVR.

Figure 3.12 The iVR model of the 1978 infrared false color aerial imagery was useful , but was of 

poorer quality than the 2015 iVR model due to its coarser resolution and limited overlap between 

image pairs.
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The 2015 3D model was more useful in fine-tuning the delineations of the features in the AOI, 

with the exception of the older features that were present in the historic imagery but subsequently 

covered up by vegetation by the time the imagery for the model was acquired. After incorporating 

the improvements to the mass wasting hazards using iVR, described above, the glacial features 

mapped for the surficial geology map were added to the final hazard inventory map (Figure 3.13). 

This was done to incorporate the important role the cryosphere has on the preparatory factors 

and triggering of mass wasting.

Figure 3.13 Landslide inventory map, including glaciers, glacial till, and glacial moraines, as they 

are important factors when considering slope instability.
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3.5 Discussion

3.5.1 Advantages of Additional Dimensionality

The biggest benefit of combining 3D geospatial data with virtual reality for mapping 

geomorphologic features is the increased understanding of the landscape's morphology, or form. 

Subtle features of low relief or low contrast to the surrounding areas can easily be missed by 

looking at 2D images, DEMs, and derivative products like hillshades, slope maps, and roughness. 

While there were few areas where shadows prevented the accurate mapping of features using 

traditional techniques with the aerial imagery in this study, it is clear there is potential for iVR to 

aid in other studies, especially those using imagery with severe shadowing that completely masks 

out the area of the landscape being mapped.

Viewing true 3D data in iVR has the same benefits of 2.5D models where the imagery is draped 

over DEMs, such as combining the information regarding the topography with details such as 

texture, color, shapes, and patterns present in the images. Unlike the 2.5D models, the immersive 

experience of “being in the study area” rather than viewing it on a screen allows one to view areas 

of the surface at many angles, distances, and points of view.

While more subtle features may be seen by a seasoned geomorphologist with years of experience 

in aerial photo interpretation, viewing these areas in iVR can aid those less experienced in the 

discipline to identify the same features through to the increased signal of morphology and by the 

fact they are viewing 3D data from an intuitive 3D perspective.

3.5.2 Preliminary and Follow up Virtual Visits to the Field

At the beginning of this research much time was spent examining the historic aerial imagery and 

maps to better understand the area and pinpoint areas to visit during the site reconnaissance. 

This is an important step in any logistically challenging location as both time and money are 

major factors which impact the success of field investigations. One of the datasets we examined 

was the 1978 AHAP imagery, which was orthorectified using SfM techniques. At the time these 

steps were done, the use of iVR was not as widespread, the hardware and software were 

expensive, and taking a 3D model from the SfM workflow and displaying it in an iVR 
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environment would have required additional technical expertise. Today these hurdles are 

virtually nonexistent. Assuming there is sufficient available data, a 3D model can easily be made 

in order to virtually visit the field prior to the actual site reconnaissance or to conduct preliminary 

mapping.

Once in the field, it is too often the case that the time there is too short. There is also a lot of new 

information and observations to take in; such as new clues about the physical processes that have 

shaped the land. Ideally, the new findings are well documented in situ, but the reality is not as 

straightforward. Time in the field can be cut short due to weather, unavailability of 

transportation, health and safety concerns, or the project's budget. This is another area where iVR 

can clearly play a critical role. While iVR will never be a substitute for revisiting an area in order 

to collect rock samples, dig pits, or take real-time measurements such as air and ground 

temperature; it can be used to supplement airborne campaigns which examine the 

geomorphology (Pasquare Mariotto and Bonali, 2021), for mapping and measuring exposed 

cross-sections and features visible in 3D models (Zhao et al., 2019; Antoniou et al., 2020 ), and for 

refining mapping efforts done in the field.

3.5.3 Collaborative Environments

Landslide hazard mapping is a difficult exercise. It relies on the mappers knowledge of 

geomorphology and takes years of experience to learn to accurately and efficiently interpret aerial 

imagery, EO data, DEMs, or other data to identify mass wasting events in the landscape. 

Furthermore, the number of experienced image interpreters is rapidly declining due to the lack 

of formal training in the use of more traditional mapping methods such as stereoscopic aerial 

photography by educational and research institutions (Guzzetti et al., 2012). The iVR 

environment has great potential to aid in teaching, training, and collaborating with others to 

conduct mapping exercises.

Jurik et al. (2016) argue an effective collaboration technology, such as iVR, will improve the 

process by which people will work together. They view this from the perspective of media 

synchronicity theory, which says collaboration between people will improve when the 
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synchronicity capacity of the technology matches the needs of the collaborators (Dennis et al., 

2006). The usefulness of an immersive collaborative space and its potential to match these needs 

has been cited by many (Romano et al., 1998; Lin et al., 2013; Jurik et al., 2016; Havenith, 2021); 

however, until recently collaborating within an iVR for geospatial applications was limited.

Software platforms, like Arkio (used here), have made it easily accessible for multiple users to 

simultaneously occupy the same virtual space. If an instructor and pupil are simultaneously 

within the same iVR environment, the instructor can highlight or delineate features on the model 

in real-time while the student is able to view the object simultaneously from several angles and 

extents. The freedom to look at a feature from an independent perspective is important, as it 

retains the feeling of both immersion and engagement which are both critical aspects for the 

effectivity of learning (Bailenson et al., 2006; Bakker et al., 2011).

Once the research is complete, the communication of the findings is as important as the findings 

themselves. This is especially true in the realm of natural hazards. In addition to maps and 

reports, community members and decision makers can gain additional understanding of the 

processes affecting the areas they live. Seeing the results of the mapping efforts on a 3D landscape 

can give a better understanding of scale and the relationships between those areas and 

infrastructure that may be affected. While the use of iVR for communicating with the public is 

not new (Grams and Webley, 2017; Tibaldi et al., 2020; Konagai, 2021), the efforts to communicate 

with the public in a shared, or collaborative, virtual environment should be explored.

3.5.4 The Reality of the Future

While this research used iVR only to view 3D models of the AOI, we believe geologic mapping 

within iVR will be standard practice for geologists in the near future. Before mapping in iVR can 

become more widespread, the software a mapper will use should have: 1) a suite of mapping 

tools within the iVR for easy delineation, editing, and assigning feature attributes; 2) the ability 

to easily import and toggle between datasets such as vectors, historic imagery, hillshades, 

roughness maps, etc.; and 3) the ability to export the data in a georeferenced space for seamless 

integration into a GIS.
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Groups and companies are working to address these shortcomings (Gerloni et al., 2018; Antoniou 

et al., 2020; Tibaldi et al., 2020), however, even without a mature software which can map fully 

within an iVR environment, simply viewing 3D data in a novel way still has unmistakable 

benefits. With multiple companies offering VR hardware to consumers at relatively low costs, 

and with many free or low-cost software options available to view data, the barrier to entry to 

use iVR for geoscience applications is low.

3.6 Conclusion

Immersive virtual reality is not new. Nor is the promise of its usefulness to shift paradigms and 

even to improve lives. Until the last decade the technological limitation of the hardware and 

software has hindered these promises from being fulfilled. Today, the use of iVR is widespread 

and consumer-grade products capable of rendering complex geometries are affordable. There are 

countless companies and individuals creating applications and software which allows users 

without programming experience to create their own 3D environments. Coupled with the 

widespread use of SfM to survey study areas, and its ability to easily export 3D models into an 

iVR software, it is reasonable to expect using an iVR in geosciences will become a part of normal 

workflows. We believe iVR-based mapping will eventually dominate the methods in which 

geologic mapping will be done. Twenty-five years ago, Vitek et al. (1996) argued, “Pen and ink 

techniques should be relegated to museums.” While it may too soon to say the same about screen

based mapping, it is not a stretch to see this statement be applied to 2D technologies in the next 

25 years.
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Chapter 4 Quantifying Debris Flood Deposits in an Alaskan Fjord Using Multitemporal

Digital Elevation Models3

3 Balazs, M., Prakash, A., & Wolken, G. (2021). Quantifying Debris Flood Deposits in an Alaskan 
Fjord Using Multitemporal Digital Elevation Models. Sensors, 21(6). 
https://doi.org/10.3390/s21061966

4.1 Abstract:

Six DEMs over a 10-year period were used to estimate flood-related sedimentation in the Japanese 

Creek drainage located in Seward, Alaska. We analyze two existing LiDAR DEMs and one GNSS- 

derived DEM along with three additional DEMs we generated using differential Global 

Navigation Satellite System (dGNSS) and Structure from Motion (SfM) techniques. Uncertainties 

in each DEM were accounted for, and a DEM of Difference (DoD) technique was used to quantify 

the amount and pattern of sediment introduced, redistributed, or exiting the system. Through 

correlating the changes in sediment budget with rainfall data and flood events, the study 

demonstrates that the major flood events in 2006 and 2012 - the 7th and 5th highest precipitation 

events on record - resulted in an increased sedimentation in the drainage as a whole. At a 

minimum, the 2006 and 2012 events increased the sediment in the lower reaches by 70,100 and 

53,900 cubic meters, respectively. The study shows that the DoD method and using multiple 

technologies to create DEMs is effective in quantifying the volumetric change and general spatial 

patterns of sediment redistribution between the acquisition of DEMs.

4.2 Introduction

Alluvial fans in recently deglaciated areas of the world, like the fjords of South-Central Alaska, 

are dynamic areas where the forces of water and gravity are actively at work and continuously 

reshape the landscape. They are also home to many people and often the ground on which 

infrastructure is built. During severe rainfall events, large quantities of sediment can be eroded 

from the surrounding slopes, become mobilized, and deposited into the lower reaches of the fjord 

in the matter of hours to days [1, 2, 3]. In a natural environment, this abundance of sediment may 
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block the active channel of the alluvial fan and cause the water to avulse into another part of the 

fan, creating a new active water channel [4, 5]; however, in cities located within fjords, the active 

river channel cannot be allowed to avulse as it would flood the developed areas of the fan and 

bring in unwanted sediment. To mitigate this from happening, city planners incorporate various 

measures, such as constructing levees, spillways, or diversionary tunnels to contain and direct 

the flow of water and the distribution of sediment [6, 7]. These protective measures remain useful 

only as long as they have the capacity to hold and divert enough water and sediment. As the 

sediment in the protective corridors builds up, the infrastructure weakens and its capacity to 

redirect the water as planned is negatively impacted. To combat this, city managers and engineers 

must actively monitor and manage these protective areas.

Deposition on alluvial fans occurs through a number of processes such as debris flows, debris 

floods, hyperconcentrated flows, clear-water floods, or other mass wasting events such as 

avalanches, rockfall, and landslides [8, 9]. Of these processes the debris flows and debris floods 

have the potential to bring the most amount of sediment into an area in the shortest amount of 

time. The rheological differences between these three processes can be summarized by the 

concentration of water and material that is being transported. Debris flows usually contain 

sediment load between 70-90% by weight and > 50-60% by volume, whereas debris floods contain 

sediment concentration closer to 40-70% by weight and 40-50% by volume [10, 11, 12]. Recently, 

Church and Jakob [13] proposed a further classification within the category of debris floods based 

on their triggering mechanisms: meteorologically-generated debris floods, debris flow to debris 

flood dilution, and outbreak floods.

Regardless if the primary mode of sedimentation is through debris flows or debris floods, the 

amount of material that is transported and deposited downstream will depend on the amount of 

available material in the channels and the amount of water that was present to move it [14, 15]. 

Based on these two variables, watersheds can be classified as being transport limited or supply 

limited [16, 17, 18]. In a transport-limited regime, there is an ample amount of sediment in the 

watershed, and the amount of material that is transported is dependent on the availability of 
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water. In contrast, in a bedrock watershed that has little loose sediments to be moved, the volume 

that is transported will be limited to the amount of sediment, or supply, within the watershed.

Recently deglaciated areas, such as the area of interest for this study, are transport-limited 

watersheds. The retreating glaciers that once filled the valleys have left behind vast deposits of 

till and glaciofluvial materials in the valleys upstream. Additionally, the unstable, over-steepened 

deglaciated slopes deliver a constant supply of sediment to the active channels through debris 

flows, rock and snow avalanches, and rockfall. The supply of easily-mobilized sediment is also 

likely to increase, through lateral debuttressing [19, 20] and a warming climate causing increased 

weathering and erosion [21, 22, 23]. Given that there is a seemingly endless supply of material to 

be transported in these areas, there is a clear need for gaining a better understanding of how 

water, specifically large magnitude rainfall events, will affect the sediment redistribution from 

the upper watershed to the alluvial fans. This is especially so within any areas of protective 

infrastructure. This research examines one such area, the flood control corridor of Japanese Creek 

located in the city of Seward, Alaska, which has a long history of debris floods. We use DEMs 

collected over a ten-year timespan to quantify the amount of sedimentation that occurred during 

two major rainstorm events. As there are no stream gauges or hydraulic models to inform us how 

water has affected the sedimentation, we compare the results to the historical meteorological data 

to determine what the sediment budget of the stream is in normal years, and what it is during 

flood events. This research lays the foundation to answer how much debris would be transported 

in storms of various magnitudes in this region; a question that could not be answered without 

the use of multitemporal DEMs we collect and create.

4.3 Overview of the Study Area

The city of Seward is nestled in the Resurrection Bay Fjord, located in the south-central portion 

of Alaska at approximately 60.10° N, 149.44° W (Figure 4.1). The city is constructed primarily on 

the alluvial fans and deltas of the streams and rivers that empty into the fjord's water. Japanese 

Creek, located in the northwest portion of the city, drains a large and rugged watershed, and a 

significant portion of the city's infrastructure is located on its alluvial fan. The catchment area is 

approximately 7.5 square kilometers of rugged and steep bedrock slopes that are composed 
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mostly of shale and mudstone. The very fine- to medium-grained bedrock has been regionally 

metamorphosed to low greenschist facies during the latest Cretaceous to early Paleocene and is 

highly susceptible to weathering and erosion [24, 25].

The glaciers that filled the valleys left behind abundant supplies of sediment that further erodes, 

transports, and deposits within the stream's reaches. The sediment within the stream channel 

ranges greatly in size and shape, with large amounts of rounded to sub-rounded cobbles and 

boulders, interwoven with finer gravel, sand, and silt. In some locations, angular and sub-angular 

cobbles and boulders can be found, likely introduced to the system from slope failures near the 

apex of the fan, outburst floods, or debris floods.
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Figure 4.1 Map of the Resurrection Bay fjord; Seward, Alaska. Seward is located in the fjord-laden 

south-central coast of Alaska. The city is situated on alluvial fans created from the creeks 

originating from adjacent valleys, and the delta and flood plain of Resurrection River. The area 

of interest for this study is the Japanese Creek reserved stream corridor (in red), which protects 

the northwest portions of the city from flood waters and debris flows originating from the 

Japanese Creek watershed to the west (outlined with a red dash line).
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The landcover within the catchment varies by elevation. At the highest elevations, slopes consist 

of exposed bedrock, colluvium, snow, ice, and few glaciers. At the mid-altitudes the slope is 

composed mostly of exposed bedrock, till, perched lateral moraines, and colluvium. When soil is 

present in these areas, it is typically shallow and poorly developed where the vegetation, if 

present, is a mix of alpine herbaceous and shrub/scrub plants [26, 27, 28]. The lower parts of the 

slopes and the valley contain mostly Quaternary alluvial, colluvial, and glacial deposits. These 

are the only areas within the region that have significant soil development where large deciduous 

trees and Sitka Spruce can be found, in addition to dense shrubs and some grasses.

The steep topography and the associated orographic effect also create great variations in the 

weather. The mean annual precipitation ranges from 182 cm at the Seward airport in the valley ( 

Figure 4.2), to more than 254 cm in the high-altitude glaciated areas surrounding the city [29, 30]. 

The area also sees a higher monthly average rainfall during the months of September and 

October, and it is not uncommon for remnants from the Asian tropical storms or typhoons to 

reach the area in the months of August to November.
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Figure 4.2 Average monthly precipitation for Seward Alaska, as measured at the Seward airport. 

The months of August-November periodically see heavy rains including remnants of tropical 

storms and typhoons that originate off the shores of Asia. Such storms have triggered both floods 

and slope failures throughout the area [31].

The catchment of Japanese Creek exits through one pinch point between Mount Benson to the 

north and Mount Marathon to the south. This pinch point is the apex of the Japanese Creek 

alluvial fan and has historically been the location where outburst floods and debris floods have 

exited the catchment and caused damage to the community, most notably in 1966, 1969, 1976, 

1982, and 1986 [30]. To protect properties built downslope of the apex, the city replaced the 

existing earthen dams and constructed a more robust levee, which was completed in 2001 [32]. 

This levee serves to direct the flow of the stream sharply to the north. Downstream of the apex, 

the stream is confined between the toe of Mount Benson to the west and the levee to the east, 

where it flows at a gradient between 5 and 9 degrees, which is typical of streams found on alluvial 

fans. This area, referred to as the Japanese Creek reserved stream corridor [33, 34] and outlined 

in red in Figure 4.3, is the area of interest (AOI) for this study.
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Figure 4.3 The Japanese Creek reserved stream corridor is broken up into four reaches. Reaches 1 

and 2 are located upstream of the site of a previously existing bridge that was washed away in 

the 2006 flood; reaches 3 and 4 are located downstream.
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The levee walls are made of large boulders and riprap on the downslope sides of creeks to divert 

the debris-laden flood waters away from, and to prevent avulsion from occurring in critical areas 

(Figure 4.4). While the infrastructure is designed to constrain the flood waters of a 100-year flood 

event, it also constrains the area in which sediment can be deposited. During a flooding event, 

the rapid increase in the amount of sediment in a corridor will drastically reduce the capacity to 

hold flood water. Overtopping of the levees and berms, or channel avulsion into other less 

restricted areas would devastate large parts of the community. To mitigate these issues, the local 

agencies and independent property owners have actively removed sediment from several 

reserved stream corridors, or relocated it within the corridor to build up berms or redistribute it 

to a less active section. While the strategy of restricting channel migration and sediment 

removal/redistribution has shown some success in mitigating damage of floods, questions remain 

about its long-term feasibility.
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Figure 4.4 Photographs taken at the boundary of reaches 2 and 3, looking upstream of the 

Japanese Creek Reserved stream corridor taken before and after the severe storms of October 2006 

and September 2012. (A) Photograph taken just prior to the 2006 storm. Note the rip-rap levee on 

the left [34]; (B) photograph taken just after a severe storm in October 2006 showing vast amounts 

of sedimentation [34]; (C) photograph taken in 2011 shows sediment redistribution and erosion 

that occurred during a period of typical rainfall events between 2006 and 2011; (D) photograph 

taken in 2012 shows the upper reaches experiencing more erosion than sedimentation, compared 

to the storm in 2006. Photographs A and B are reproduced with permission from Northwest 

Hydraulic Consultants, 2007.

A key variable in deciding how to maintain or add upon the existing infrastructure is knowing 

how much sediment is being deposited within the reserved stream corridors over time. It is also 

imperative to understand how less-frequent debris floods will affect the sediment budget. As 
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Japanese Creek is a transport-limited catchment, the amount of water is the main determining 

factor in the amount of sedimentation that will occur. Thus, to have a good understanding of the 

amount of sedimentation that should be expected in the reserved stream corridor, knowing the 

amount of water that will be present in the stream's channels during a flood is needed.

Unfortunately, there are no in situ measurements of discharge rates for either normal water levels 

or times of flooding due to the absence of any stream gauges or other measurements. This leaves 

us to rely solely on meteorological measurements taken at the weather stations to establish a 

correlation between the magnitude of rainfall events and amounts of sedimentation that takes 

place. The few qualitative reports [32, 35] and quantitative studies [30, 36] that have been done in 

and near the study site show that intense or prolonged rainfall is the major factor of sediment 

mobilization in this area. There is also a large body of research that links precipitation thresholds 

to the triggering of debris flows and debris floods [37, 38, 39]. While these studies help gain a 

better understanding of when these events might be triggered, there has been no work in this 

area to relate the amount of sediment that may be mobilized with the magnitude of a precipitation 

event. To understand this relationship, we take a DEM-based approach to quantify the amount 

of sediment that has been deposited or eroded away during past debris floods and correlate these 

quantities with the available meteorological data.

4.4. Data and Methods

Digital Elevation Models (DEMs) play a crucial role in determining how much sediment is being 

deposited within the reserved stream corridor, and are often cited as the most important tools for 

modeling the risk of potential mass wasting events and hazard assessment studies [40, 41, 42, 43]. 

Through differencing historic DEMs, a process referred to as DEMs of Difference (DoD), areas 

and volumetric amounts of sedimentation and erosion can be calculated for the interval between 

data collections of the DEM pair.

A past study conducted by Northwest Hydraulic Consultants Inc. (NHC) [34] estimated the 

amount of sediment delivered to the Japanese Creek reserved stream corridor in an October 2006 

rainstorm by calculating changes in elevations between a LiDAR DEM that had been collected in 
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January 2006 with a DEM they interpolated from a differential Global Navigation Satellite System 

(dGNSS) survey they conducted in July of 2007. They found that nearly 150,000 cubic meters of 

sediment was deposited within the reserved stream corridor during the debris flood. The sudden 

addition of sediment reduced the capacity of the corridor and increased the risk of flood waters 

overtopping the levee system. The authors concluded that the total volume of remaining space 

available in the stream corridor following the storm was merely 700,000 cubic meters, or 4.5 times 

the amount of sediment that was deposited in the storm of 2006. This study, while limited in 

scope by only examining one flooding event, illustrates the usefulness of merging DEMs collected 

from very different survey means and techniques.

Alaska has a dearth of high-resolution elevation data, and there is sometimes a need to use any 

reliable data source available, as well as for opportunistic collection of new data when possible. 

Until recently, the foundational DEM data available for the State of Alaska was at 60-meter 

resolution. The USGS's 3D Elevation programs (3DEP) goal is to acquire complete high-resolution 

(5m) elevation coverage for the State by 2023 using InSAR technology, as high-resolution LiDAR 

DEMs for such a vast and remote state is practically impossible [44]. Given such paucity of 

foundational DEM data, we augment previously collected high-resolution elevation data, 

through conducting additional surveys using dGNSS, and Structure from Motion (SfM) 

techniques. The additional data were periodically collected in the field from 2011 to 2015 resulting 

in a total of seven high-resolution (approximately one meter) DEMs, consisting of two bare-earth 

DEMs collected by LiDAR; four DEMs collected from GNSS points; and one Digital Surface 

Model (DSM) created from imagery (Table 4.1).

The most commonly-accepted definitions of DEMs, bare-earth DEMs, and DSMs draw 

distinctions among the three; with DSMs containing the heights of vegetation, buildings, and all 

other objects for each pixel, while the bare-earth DEMs interpolate these areas to match more 

closely the elevation surface of the ground. In this study, however, we were only interested in 

areas of the stream corridor that were unvegetated, so the elevation values over these areas would 

not change between the types of the data, and combining the bare-earth DEMs and the DSMs did 

not pose an issue. For this reason, we use the generic term DEM in the remainder of this paper.
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Table 4.1 Digital elevation models used for landslide inventory mapping and sedimentation 

analyses. The 2015 survey was not used to calculate volumetric changes, but served as ground 

truth to the aerial survey and SfM DEM produced in 2015. Agencies: (SBCFSA) Seward Bear 

Creek Flood Service Area; (KPB) Kenai Peninsula Borough; (NHC) Northwest Hydrologic 

Consultants; (DGGS) State of Alaska Division of Geologic & Geophysical Surveys; (UAF) 

University of Alaska Fairbanks.

Year Technology Effective Agency Comments

2006 LiDAR 1.0 SBCFSA/KPB

2007 GNSS r1e.0s olution (m) NHC

2009 LiDAR 0.9 SBCFSA/KPB

2011 GNSS 1.0 UAF/DGGS Covers Reaches 1&2 only

2012 GNSS 1.0 UAF/DGGS

2015 SfM 0.41 UAF/DGGS

2015 GNSS 1.5 UAF/DGGS Used for accuracy assessment of SfM

4.4.1 LiDAR

Two LiDAR datasets are available for the lower elevations of Resurrection Bay, including the 

study area. The city of Seward, the Seward Bear Creek Service Area (SBCFSA), and the Kenai 

Peninsula Borough (KPB) commissioned Aero-Metric, Inc. based in Anchorage, Alaska to collect 

the first LiDAR survey in January of 2006. While the data were collected in winter, there was little 

snow on the ground in the lower elevations and the little snow that was present is not thought to 

have affected the accuracy of the survey. During a subsequent GNSS survey, there were a total of 

995 control survey points taken throughout the survey area and the vertical accuracy, assessed at 

the 95% confidence interval (1.96 x RMSE), was 0.10 m. The effective resolution of the DEM 

produced from this survey is 1 meter.

Following a moderately-sized flooding event in the fall of 2009, the SBCFSA and the KPB 

commissioned Aero-Metric, Inc. to fly another LiDAR survey in order to assess the damage of the 

surrounding area. A total of 754 GNSS surveyed points was used to assess the vertical accuracy, 
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which at the 95% confidence interval was 0.09 m. The native effective resolution for this survey 

is 0.90 m, so the data were resampled to 1 m to be in line with the other DEMs used in the analysis. 

We use the last return, or bare-earth products, of each LiDAR collection for this study as it 

represents the best available product for the computation of sediment change in this 

environment. Both surveys were published in the NAD83 Alaska State Plane Zone 4 (US Survey 

Feet) and the NAVD88 elevation were tied into the NGS benchmark “X 74” (PID: TT0396). We 

projected both DEMs into the NAD83 UTM Zone 6N and converted the elevation values to 

meters, to be in line with the other datasets used in this study. There were some small areas within 

the AOI that had voids in the 2006 DEM, which we chose not to close with a morphological filter 

or other means.

4.4.2 GNSS Grid Surveys

Four GNSS grid surveys were conducted within the reserved stream corridor of Japanese Creek. 

The first set was conducted in July 2007 by Northwest Hydraulic Consultants, Inc. [34] with three 

additional surveys conducted by the authors in August, 2011; October, 2012; and September, 

2015. We used differential GNSS (dGNSS) systems with both Real-Time Kinematic (RTK) and 

Post Processing Kinematic (PPK) methods, implementing both the GPS and GLONASS satellite 

constellations. All surveys were tied into the same NGS benchmark “X 74” (PID: TT0396), which 

was also used for the LiDAR surveys in this study. Setting a static base station over this 

benchmark was logistically not possible for the surveys, so a "leap-frog" approach was used to 

survey in and establish a temporary benchmark nearer to the AOI, where we then positioned the 

base station for the remainder of the survey [45]. This setup minimized the gaps in radio 

communication between the GNSS base station and roving units caused by the surrounding steep 

topography and vegetation, which is significant in the high latitude fjord environments. 

Establishing a permanent benchmark within the reserved stream corridor was not possible, so for 

each year we surveyed, a new benchmark was established using these same methods.

With the base station set up over a temporary benchmark, the grid survey was conducted by 

securing the rover GNSS units to sturdy pack frames that were worn by crew members. Each 
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rover was set to log its position every 2 seconds. A grid-like pattern was then walked throughout 

the AOI with the crew trying to maintain a 1-meter spacing between each transect; however due 

to the rugged terrain and the hazard of traversing an active glacially-fed creek, the route could 

not always be obtained systematically and the resulting grids were not uniform. In the worst 

cases, we were not able to access some small areas at all. Additionally, there were some areas 

where GNSS or radio communication to the base station was poor due to dense vegetation 

surrounding the perimeter of the AOI, the steep topography of the adjacent mountains, and 

possibly the high voltage electric wires that ran through a portion of the AOI. This led to areas of 

low point density or invalid survey data. To ensure only the most reliable data were used, we 

excluded any such points prior to the interpolation of the final DEMs.

Because of the irregularity in the grids, we used the kriging statistical method [46] in the 

Geostatistical Analyst extension of ArcGIS software (ESRI ArcMap 10.2.1) to interpolate the DEM 

from the filtered surveyed points to create smooth DEM surfaces. The kriging resulted in a 

continuous surface. To ensure additional error was not introduced into the final DoD calculation, 

areas that were not surveyed, had poor GNSS signal, high error, or areas that had too low of point 

density, were manually delineated and masked out from the final DEMs. While interpolating new 

elevation values in these masked areas over flat terrain may have been adequate, we erred on the 

side of being conservative and left them as voids in the DEMs. This was done due in part to the 

variability of the topography for some areas; but also, because most of the problematic areas are 

on the periphery of the lower reaches, which see little change from year to year and would not 

greatly impact the final calculations. Of final note, the 2011 survey was only conducted over 

reaches 1 and 2. While this collection lacks a significant portion of the AOI, we do use it in the 

analysis for the upper reaches, a critical portion of the alluvial fan. The dGNSS grid surveys of 

the AOI resulted in high spatial resolution DEMs (1 meter) for each year and were projected into 

the NAD83 UTM Zone 6N datum.
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4.4.3 Structure from Motion (SfM)

The final DEM used in this study was created by collecting aerial imagery and processing them 

using SfM algorithms [47, 48]. The aerial photograph data were acquired using a Nikon D800 

camera with AF-Nikkor 28mm f/2.8D lens on August 8, 2015. The survey resulted in 3493 photos, 

which were collected at 3-second intervals at approximately 1260 m flying height above sea level. 

The flight was conducted close to solar noon and the flight lines were oriented north-south to 

minimize the differential illumination impact of Bidirectional Reflection Distribution Function 

(BRDF) that is more pronounced in the high latitudes [49, 50]. The collected data had a 60% side 

lap and 80% end lap coverage, resulting in a void-free product with an average ground sample 

distance (GSD) of 0.41 m. We processed the data using the Agisoft Photoscan software (Version 

1.4.1, build 9525). The DEM was then resampled to 1 meter and projected into the NAD83 UTM 

Zone 6N datum to be consistent with the other datasets for the DoD analysis.

The accuracy of the region-wide DEM was validated using dGNSS survey data collected at photo- 

identifiable ground control points (GCPs) along the road systems of Seward, Alaska. These GCPs 

were collected in September 2015 using two Trimble R8s GNSS receivers. The base station was 

tied into the NGS benchmark, “X-74” (PID: TT0396), located due west of the Seward Airport. We 

assessed the RMSE of the absolute vertical accuracy of this regional dataset as 0.19 m. An 

additional survey was also conducted in August 2015 within the Japanese Creek reserved stream 

corridor. This survey was used to validate the aerial survey within the study area; it was not used 

in calculating the change in sedimentation. We collected a total of 1306 points that were surveyed 

while walking longitudinal transects of the reserved stream corridor, and observed an absolute 

RMSE of 0.33 m between the two datasets. For the subsequent uncertainty analysis, we used the 

more conservative assessment of 0.33 m in our calculations.

4.4.4 DEMs of Difference (DoD)

While the main operation of computing a DoD is a simple subtraction of one DEM from another, 

much care is needed to ensure the best results. The workflow used here included several 

preprocessing steps before the DEMs were differenced. The preparation of the data was done 
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using a combination of standard geoprocessing tools within ArcGIS and the Geomorphic Change 

Detection (GCD) add-on for ArcGIS [43]. Each DEM was first edited to void any areas where there 

were known issues in the survey data such as where shadows affected the SfM results or areas of 

very low accuracies in a GNSS measurement. The DEMs were then intersected, so any areas that 

were voided out in one DEM would be voided in the rest. In our analysis, we kept all the voids 

present in the data and only calculated change in the areas where valid elevation from all DEMs 

in the temporal stack were present. The notable exception to this is the 2011 survey, which only 

covers two out of the four reaches. We used this dataset to examine the sedimentation in the 

upper reaches only. The DEMs were then processed to be concurrent with the rest of the data 

stack (i.e., having the same extents, cell dimensions, orientation, and alignment). This was done 

to ensure there were no horizontal offsets between each DEM, and additional resampling would 

not take place during the DoD operation.

Next, the uncertainty of each DEM was assessed and areas where the uncertainty was high were 

voided or masked out of the final results. These uncertainties stem from several factors such as 

the collection of the data survey data from the sensor(s) and the environment, variance in the 

terrain, and the interpolation of the DEMs from the point data. To account for these factors, so- 

called error surfaces for each DEM were produced using the GCD toolkit. The error surfaces for 

each DEM were produced in one of two ways. For data where the original point data were 

available (e.g., GNSS and SfM data) a Fuzzy Inference System (FIS) was created, which 

propagates the uncertainty based on point density of the survey, slope of the targeted terrain, and 

point quality of the survey data [51]. In the case of the LiDAR data, where point data were not 

available, we used accuracies reported in the QA/QC report or metadata that accompanied the 

data (reported above) to create an uncertainty layer of constant values for the respective datasets. 

The resulting error surfaces were used to mask out areas with high uncertainty so they were not 

included in the final calculations in the DoDs. For example, if the calculated change of a given 

pixel was 0.25 m, but the propagated uncertainty of the two DEMs used in the calculation was 

0.27 m, the pixel was masked out and not included in the final change measurements.
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Once the data were properly prepared, the DoDs were processed in two batches in order to create 

products that were easier to analyze and visually interpret. The first set compared all the DEMs 

to the 2006 data and treated 2006 as the baseline (e.g., 2007 minus 2006, 2009 minus 2006, 2011 

minus 2006, etc.). The differences showed how much sediment was gained or lost over the AOI 

since 2006, treating 2006 as the baseline. The second set created DoDs through differencing the 

DEMs in pairs along a series (e.g., 2007 minus 2006, 2009 minus 2007, 2011 minus 2009, etc.).

4.4.5 Precipitation Data

Data for the weather station located at the Seward airport is available from 1908-1925, and 1929

2018 [31]. We calculated two recurrence intervals for this time period using the daily total 

precipitation (Figure 4.5 ), and the total precipitation for the highest three-day period of each year 

(Figure 4.6). The procedure was adapted after others [52, 53] who used multi-day sums to describe 

regional rainfall frequency.

While combining the three rainiest days of the year into a recurrence interval is not typical, we 

do so here to capture the signal of the long-lasting storms of more moderate daily total values. 

For example, there have been several years when the city experienced landslides and flooding 

after two to three days of sustained rains brought on by tropical storms (e.g., Typhoon Carmen, 

1986; Typhoon Oscar, 1995; Typhoon Xangsane, 2006). While Typhoons Carmen and Oscar are 

captured in the top 10 events on both a one-day maximum precipitation, and a three-day 

maximum precipitation plot, the advantage of evaluating the rain fall as a three-day sum can be 

illustrated with Typhoon Xangsane and other events such as the long-lasting storm in 1918. In 

the case of Typhoon Xangsane, the three-day event had a return interval of 15.4 years while the 

one-day event was 10.1 years, and falls outside the top 10 most severe rainfall events (Figures 4.5 

and 4.6). The three-day period examined in 1918 further exemplifies these differences, with a 

change of the return interval changing from 18 to 4.9 years when comparing three days to one. 

These return intervals are used to draw a correlation between the amount of sedimentation we 

observed and the amount of water supplied for a given flood event.
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Figure 4.5 Recurrence interval of maximum daily total precipitation in Seward for 1908 - 1925 and 

1929 - 2018.
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Figure 4.6 Recurrence interval of the maximum precipitation for a three-day period within a year 

for Seward. Some storms have moderate rainfall, but stall over the region. To account for these 

types of events, the recurrence interval of severe rainfall events is estimated by summing three 

days of precipitation values, from daily records, 1908 - 1925 and 1929 - 2018.
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4.5 Results

The resulting DoDs show how both the quantity and patterns of sediment deposition and erosion 

has changed from year to year. As seen in Figure 4.7, areas where the calculated change was less 

than the level of the propagated uncertainty of the two DEMs are voided out of the final DoD.

Figure 4.7 DoDs created by differencing the DEMs of successive surveys. The changes in the 

surface height are shown for each DEM pair, where the negative values denote areas of erosion, 

and positive values denote areas of deposition. The voids (white) are areas where the 

measurement uncertainty was higher than the calculated change.
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From 2006 to 2015 the corridor as a whole gained approximately 100,400 cubic meters of sediment, 

most of which was deposited in the 2006 and 2012 storms. While most of the sedimentation 

occurred in the lower reaches, the upper reaches also saw large amounts of sedimentation. At its 

peak, the average net thickness of the sediments was 0.8 -1.6 m across the four reaches (Figure 

4.8). The normal regime of these reaches of the alluvial fan, however, is erosional and transitional, 

and the sediment volumes are now back near the 2006 levels having only an additional ~1200 

cubic meters of sediment. This is important because it is this area that has the least capacity to 

hold sediment and it is closest to the apex, which is of concern as the channel could avulse into 

the surrounding neighborhood if the channel was filled to the top of the levee.

Figure 4.8 Change in average thickness of sediments within the reserved stream corridor reaches.
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The obvious pattern that is shown in the DoDs is that the greatest amounts of change occurred 

between the DEMs collected before and after a heavy rain event. The change between years of 

average rainfall is less drastic and have more areas voided out due to the detected change being 

less than the uncertainty of the input DEMs. When comparing this set with the rainfall records, 

we can draw correlations between the amounts of sedimentation and the magnitude of the storms 

(Figure 4.9).

While the elevation survey data were collected up to a year before a large precipitation event, and 

up to a month after, there were no other processes that were capable of moving large amounts of 

sediment between each acquisition, so we attribute the amounts and movement of most of the 

sediment to the larger storms. The flood episodes of 2006 and 2012 clearly show strong, but 

different depositional signals. The 2006 flood caused significant deposition across all of the 

reaches, while the 2012 event had a net increase in sediment only in reaches 3 and 4. While the 

record of change over time is limited, these patterns of sediment change are expected, as the lower 

reaches are the primary zones of deposition while the upper reaches are characterized by 

transitional processes. Reaches 1 and 2 are near the apex of the fan and are in a more tightly 

confined area than the lower reaches, which spread out laterally, and lessen in slope.

Figure 4.9 Change in volume of the stream corridor and its associated reaches between acquisition 

years.
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The data in Table 4.2 illustrate the consequences of prolonged and severe rainfall. These events 

not only flood the area, but the floodwaters produced in large events are often laden with debris. 

These debris floods have caused millions of dollars of damage, and have plagued the city since 

its founding. These data also illustrate that the timing of the precipitation matters. As an example, 

the 3rd and 11th ranked three-day precipitation events were both in December, when the 

precipitation fell as snow. While localized avalanches were likely, there are no known damages 

that occurred as we were unable to find any mention of these years in the literature or city 

documents.
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Table 4.2 Total three-day precipitation amounts with recurrence interval and known damage for 

Seward Alaska, 1908-2018. Dollar amounts are adjusted for inflation to 2018 values. Winter snow 

storm events are highlighted in grey.

Dates Three Day
Total
Precipitation
(mm)

Rank Probability of
Recurrence
(%)

Recurrence
Interval
(Years)

Known damage Official
Estimated
Costs

Oct 9-11, 460.2 1 0.9 108.0 Severe wide-spread flooding, 46 million
1986 slope failures, debris floods,

outburst floods
Sept 9-11, 337.9 2 1.9 54.0 Lowell Creek flood destroyed 1.9 million
1917 school, railroad facilities, and 

private homes
Dec 4-6,
1934

335.3 3 2.8 36.0 Unknown

Sept 19- 319.5 4 3.7 27.0 Severe wide-spread flooding, 16 million
21, 1995 slope failures, debris- floods, 

outburst floods
Sept 18- 261.1 5 4.6 21.6 Severe flooding, debris floods,
20, 2012 failed levee, slope failures
Oct 7-9, 254.0 6 5.6 18.0 Lowell Creek flood destroyed
1918 hospital and private property
Oct 8-10, 242.8 7 6.5 15.4 Localized floods in streams 11.2 million
2006 affecting subdivisions in area, 

debris floods, slope failures

Oct 1-3, 235.0 8 7.4 13.5 Lowell Creek: debris floods
1935 through historic downtown, 

severe damage to flume
Nov 8-10,
1908

234.6 9 8.3 12.0 Unknown

Oct 11-13, 233.6 1 9.3 10.8 Unknown
1923 0
Dec 24-26, 227.8 1 10.2 9.8 Precipitation mostly snow, no
2001 1 damage reported
Sept 10- 211.6 1 11.1 9.0 Localized floods in streams
12, 1961 2 affecting subdivisions in area

Sept 15
17, 1938

204.2 1
3

12.0 8.3 Unknown

Oct 22-24, 201.4 1 13.0 7.7 Localized floods in streams 14 million
2002 4 affecting subdivisions in area (Borough-wide)

Aug 25- 200.7 1 13.9 7.2 Damage to homes, roads, bridges, 11.2 million
27, 1989 5 and infrastructure
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4.6 Discussion

4.6.1 Accounting for Uncertainties in Survey Measurements and DoD Calculations

Understanding and accounting for uncertainty plays a critical role in this study. The data used in 

the analysis were acquired by a variety of techniques, using different sensors and equipment, and 

had unique uncertainties associated with the survey and subsequent interpolation of the point 

data into a DEM. The terrain that was surveyed was rugged, changed from year to year, and had 

steep river bars and banks that are challenging to survey and interpolate into a DEM. The timing 

of the surveys were sometimes years apart and there were long spans of time between the pre- 

and post-surveys of the 2006 and 2012 storm events. The change in sedimentation that was due 

to the storms, and changes that are due to normal erosion, transportation, and deposition are 

conflated in the DoDs. Finally, there is uncertainty in the amount of sediment that may have been 

removed from the AOI following the floods of 2006.

Where possible we calculated uncertainty for a dataset using the raw point data collected from 

the survey. Where this was not possible, as with the LiDAR data, we relied on the published 

accuracies of the data in QA/QC reports and metadata. Another dataset where uncertainty was 

not based on the raw data itself is the dGNSS surveys. Others have reported uncertainties ranging 

from 0.05 m - 0.10 m using the same dGNSS survey techniques used here [54, 55, 56]; however, 

the environments from these studies were on mostly flat or sandy locations where the technicians 

could maintain solid footing. The terrain in the Japanese Creek reserved stream corridor, by 

contrast, is filled with large cobbles and boulders, and challenging to navigate in some locations, 

particularly in the steeper sections such as the banks of former stream channels. For these reasons 

we err on the conservative side to assign higher uncertainty values to the data rather than relying 

on the uncertainty values of each point collected at the time of the survey. The uncertainty of 

these points was set to a minimum of 0.20 m to account for any movement of the pack frame to 

which the sensor was attached, and any uneven steps or stumbles that may have occurred during 

the traverse of the survey.
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The features within the survey site itself also affect the accuracy of the final DEMs. For example, 

the edges of the banks and bars of former channels are in general the steepest parts of our AOI. 

Much has been written about the relationship of slope and increased uncertainty in DEMs, and 

how such areas should be taken into account in sediment budget estimates [57, 58, 59]. Another 

example of a feature within the landscape degrading the accuracy is the presence of tall and dense 

vegetation. These areas present two issues. The GNSS surveys were difficult to conduct in these 

areas due to the loss of sufficient satellite coverage. These areas also have dark shadows in the 

imagery used in the SfM, and are known to cause errors in the reconstruction of DEMs in places 

[60, 61, 62]. Both of these issues are accounted for by the use of the error surfaces, and in some 

cases by manually introducing additional voids.

The largest unknown in this study is the amount of sediment that may have been removed or 

redistributed within the reaches by the city following the severe rainfall event of 2006. We know 

that both the city and property owners removed some sediment following the flood, but the 

quantity and location from which it was taken are unknown. Since then, sediment removal 

operations have not been reported, but the city and owners of the property have redistributed the 

sediment within reaches 3 and 4. The specific locations of this activity are also unknown. For these 

reasons, our estimates of sedimentation are conservative and represent the minimum amount of 

sedimentation that may have taken place between the acquisitions of DEMs.

4.6.2 Establishing a Link Between Precipitation and the Amounts of Sedimentation

The DoDs clearly show a strong depositional signal following the storms of 2006 and 2012; 

however, the DEMs used to calculate the DoDs for these events were collected 18 and 14 months 

apart, respectively. The question remains as to how much of the change is due to those particular 

storm events, and how much is due to erosion and depositional rates typical of the stream. This 

question has been cited several times by researchers and city managers alike for several decades 

[30, 61], but until this study, no one was able to answer the question due to the absence of 

elevation data with sufficient spatial and temporal resolution. To help answer this question, we 
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turn to the data collected in times of normal weather patterns, and to the limited research of 

flooding events that have occurred in the area.

The DoDs show that in the absence of a major precipitation event, the general trend in the 

sediment budget is that of increased erosion rather than deposition. This is generally the case for 

all four reaches, with the exception of the 2012 - 2015 DoD when reach 4 and to a lesser degree, 

reach 1, both experienced net deposition while the stream as a whole had a greater amount of 

erosion. The historic record also indicates that the sedimentation that occurred in 2006 and 2012 

was more typical of debris floods and outburst floods during heavy rain events, which typically 

happen in the autumn months [30, 32, 35, 63]. While the constant process of erosion, 

transportation, and deposition within the stream corridor will most certainly affect calculations 

in the DoD, the signals from the extreme debris floods dominate the time series. For these reasons, 

the values reported here are defensibly conservative in nature.

This study also begins the process of establishing a predictive correlation between the 

magnitude of a rain event and the amount of sediment deposited, but additional work must take 

place to understand this relationship. For example, the amount of material that was deposited in 

the upper reaches during the storm of 2006 surpassed the amount deposited in 2012, even though 

both the single day and three-day cumulative totals were greater in 2012. This could be explained 

if the flood in 2012 was closer to a clearwater flood than debris flood in sediment load. Assuming 

the sediment load was below 40% when the water exited the catchment and entered the alluvial 

fan, the additional amount of rainfall and larger volumes of flood water would increase the 

capacity of the stream. The increased hydraulic force would lead to more movement in the 

bedload within the upper reaches and more material would remain in suspension effectively 

redistributing the sediments from the upper reaches to the lower ones. During the 2012 flood 

event, areas within reach 2 saw up to 3 meters of erosion, returning it nearly to pre-2006 levels.

4.6.3 Benefits of Using a Multi-Sensor Approach for DoD Studies

There are clear advantages and disadvantages of using each technology outlined in this study. 

With the absence of a robust set of publicly-available high-resolution DEM data, the low-cost 
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technologies of GNSS and SfM make it feasible to acquire multiple elevation data sets over time 

with limited budgets. While the GNSS surveys were the most inexpensive techniques we used, 

they also required intense fieldwork. Additionally, the uncertainty of the point location was high 

since the antennas were attached to pack frames worn by people instead of being attached to a 

survey rod with a set height. The grids of these surveys were also not uniform and the density of 

points varied throughout the AOI due to the rugged terrain. In each survey year, there were 

several locations that were deemed inaccessible due to the danger of crossing swift and deep 

glacially-fed waters. As such, the resulting accuracy also varied throughout the AOI, leading to 

areas with low accuracies being masked out and interpolated or cut out of the analysis 

completely.

In locations such as this study area it is not uncommon to have many days or weeks of rain and/or 

low altitude clouds that prevent the acquisition of aerial photographs for SfM DEM creation. 

During these times, a GNSS survey can provide researchers with needed data. Conversely, there 

are times when access to a study site might be impeded to a degree where no meaningful survey 

can be conducted. This may happen when a glacial stream is at flood stage, or has changed course 

to block access by foot. In these situations, aerial surveys, whether from LiDAR or SfM, may prove 

to be timelier and more effective. The LiDAR surveys produced the highest quality data, and 

resulted in the least number of voids. Unfortunately, it is often cost-prohibitive to collect LiDAR 

data. The SfM data also produced high-resolution elevation models. It did, however, fail to 

produce accurate elevation values in areas of shadow and on some steep slopes.

The remote and rugged regions of Alaska pose additional challenges for collecting high 

resolution DEMs. The high latitudes can lead to poor satellite coverage for GNSS surveys, which 

is exacerbated when local topography blocks additional satellites that are lower on the horizon. 

The low elevation of the sun also needs to be taken into account for the aerial surveys, where poor 

illumination and long shadows make DEMs difficult or impossible to be created through SfM 

techniques. It is because of the variety of environmental and logistical challenges that we 

recommend the consideration of multiple technologies for investigating the potential impacts of 

geohazards, such as debris flows, on local infrastructure and hazard mitigation planning. While 
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uncertainties can be in the range of several decimeters in some areas, we show here that these 

survey techniques are adequate for the applications outlined in this study.

4.7 Conclusion

This study provides valuable information that helps to reconstruct a history and pattern of 

sedimentation in the study area, which would not have been possible otherwise. The most 

significant finding was that there was an increased sediment load in the drainage as a whole and 

that major storms, such as in 2006 and 2012, significantly decreased the sediment carrying 

capacity of the reserved stream corridor as a whole. The amount of sediment within the corridor 

decreased in years of normal precipitation and through human intervention, but the rate of this 

decrease was slow and the amount of sediment in the corridor is still well above where it was 

prior to 2006. If, in the future, there is a series of storms of similar magnitudes that happen in 

close succession to each other - two storms in a season, or one major storm two years in a row - it 

is possible that the catchment will not have enough sediment-bearing capacity. This will put 

infrastructure and human lives at risk further down the slope. The results show that the 

techniques deployed in this study have the capability to quantify the minimum amount of 

sediment deposited (or remaining) in the corridor between two snapshots in time.

This research also lays the foundations for determining the long-term sedimentation trends and 

linking the amount of sedimentation that can take place in the Japanese Creek reserve stream 

corridor with precipitation amounts, factors that are significantly important for planning 

infrastructure development in the neighboring coastal city of Seward, Alaska. Until this study, 

there were not sufficient data to make a linkage in this area. Additional surveys over this area 

would provide more frequent snapshots of elevation that would facilitate a predictive modeling 

of sediment erosion and deposition patterns in different reaches as a function of the amount of 

precipitation. This same approach can be used in other glacial fjord areas where infrastructure is 

potentially threatened by significant sediment redistribution from local flooding and debris 

flows.
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Chapter 5: Conclusions

This research successfully addresses the research questions and accomplishes the objectives 

which were set out. All the available historic hazard data, historic aerial images, electro-optical 

satellite imagery, and newly acquired aerial images were collated to document the history of 

hazards and known impacts for each AOI (Objective 1). Both established and novel remote 

sensing techniques were used to map and analyze the natural hazards that affect Whitter 

(Chapter 2) and Seward (Chapter 3), culminating in hazard inventory maps for each AOI 

(Objectives 2 and 3). The Seward hazard map was further refined by analyzing the 3D data 

collected using the novel remote sensing techniques by displaying them in a true 3D environment 

using iVR (Objective 4). Linkages between the amount of sedimentation that occurs within the 

Japanese Creek flood corridor in Seward and the magnitude of rain events are examined in detail 

(Chapter 4). Additional measurements in the creeks within the Seward area are also taken and 

initial sedimentation/erosional rates are given (Appendix B), laying the groundwork for future 

studies (Objective 5). Based on the findings of this research, a series of recommendations is given 

to the local municipality and future researchers in Section 5.3 below (Objective 6).

5.1 Summary of New Data Collected

A large part of this research has been the collection of new data over both AOIs. Prior to this 

research, there were no orthorectified sub-meter multispectral images that covered significant 

portions of the AOI. Likewise, there were no high resolution DEMs for anywhere in Whittier, and 

those developed for Seward were all confined to valleys and distal ends of the slopes. The SfM 

surveys conducted in both areas produced high quality data that have not only been used by this 

research, but also by others (Mork, 2017; USACE, in prep; SBCFSA, personal communication, 

March 18, 2021); these data are also served out through the State of Alaska DGGS Elevation Portal 

(DGGS Staff, 2013). The DSMs created in this research are currently the only submeter elevation 

models in the alpine regions of Resurrection Bay. The GNSS surveys created along several 

drainages of Seward have been shared with the Kenai Peninsula Borough and the SBCFSA, and 

are available to the public.
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This research also resulted in action by the state and local authorities to conduct additional 

surveys and work. Based on the initial findings of the deep-seated fracture in Whittier, the DGGS 

commissioned a LiDAR campaign to be flown over the surrounding slopes of Passage Canal. The 

SBCFSA installed and surveyed permanent reflective survey markers on stable ground 

surrounding Japanese Creek to be used for GCPs in any additional surveys. This was done based 

on recommendations made here.

5.2 The Role of Climate and the Cryosphere on Slope Stability

The importance the cryosphere has on slope stability, specifically the thawing of permafrost, is 

quite clear as shown in Sections 1.3.2 and 1.3.3. In recent years many studies have examined the 

frequency and magnitude of mass wasting events in the alpine regions (Gobiet et al., 2014; 

AghaKouchak et al., 2020; Chiarle et al., 2021) which show a direct correlation between rising 

temperatures, thawing of permafrost, and an increase in both frequency and/or magnitude of 

rockfall (Gruber and Haeberli, 2008; Huggel et al., 2010; Allen and Huggel, 2013; Stoffel et al., 

2014; Ravanel et al., 2017; Gallach et al., 2018; Viani et al., 2020), debris flows (Stoffel et al., 2014; 

Gariano and Guzzetti, 2016; Dietrich and Krautblatter, 2017; Sobie, 2020), and other types of mass 

wasting events such as debris avalanches and deep seated slides (Evans and Clague, 1994; Soldati 

et al., 2004; Fey et al., 2017; Coe et al., 2018).

Precipitation is another critical aspect of slope stability. The required thresholds of rainfall that 

trigger an event will differ based on the type of movement and the physiographic context. In 

some cases, duration is more important than rainfall intensity, while in other locations the reverse 

is true (Chiarle et al., 2021). In Seward and Whittier, heavy, prolonged precipitation is known to 

be one of the main triggering events for mass wasting events. Historically, the most severe storms 

that affect the region are due to remnants of the Pacific tropical typhoons that linger over the 

region (Figures 4.5 and 4.6). These large storms have wreaked havoc on Seward in particular, 

causing hydrologic floods, debris floods, debris flows, outburst floods, and other mass wasting 

events (See Chapter 4).
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Climate change is affecting the world as a whole, but this is especially true for the arctic regions 

(IPCC 2013; IPCC, 2018) and in mountainous regions (Donat et al., 2016). South Central Alaska 

has seen increases in temperature by 1.7°C with the winters warming by 3.3°C and temperatures 

are expected to continue to rise another 1.1 - 2.2°C by 2050 (Markon et al., 2012). The amount of 

monthly precipitation is also expected to increase for both Seward and Whittier, most notably in 

the months of September and October. Using the historical Climatic Research Unit (CRU) 3.2 and 

5-model projected average at 10mm resolution (mid emissions RCP 6.0) scenario; by 2050, Seward 

is expected to see an increase of 33 mm for these months while Whittier may see an increase of 27 

mm (SNAP, 2021). Warmer ocean temperatures are also expected to occur in the Pacific which 

can cause a change in weather patterns and an increase in storm intensity (U.S. Global Change 

Program, 2009). This is of particular concern as the rainiest days of record in the region are due 

to remnants of tropical Pacific typhoons stalling over the area.

Assuming climatological models hold true, South Central Alaska will see a warmer and wetter 

climate than what is seen today. The higher temperatures will lead to increased thawing of 

permafrost and the continued retreat of the glaciers in the area. Likewise, the warmer 

temperatures will lead to increased precipitation and more severe storms, which is the main 

triggering mechanism in the region. With the increase of both preparatory factors and triggering 

events, South Central Alaska is likely to see an increase in the frequency and magnitude of mass 

wasting events.

5.3 Updates of Hazard Inventories and Future Work

This research identifies mass wasting hazards in Resurrection Bay and Passage Canal and 

delivers a comprehensive baseline inventory map that can be updated in the future with 

additional information. Prior to this work, there was no mapping or in-depth study conducted 

within the alpine environments of these fjords. The accompanying papers, orthomosaics, DSMs, 

surficial geology map, and hazard inventory maps are the first contributions of their kind, and 

are important steps in understanding the dynamics and full extent of the hazards present in this 

area.
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The next step in understanding the natural hazards in these communities is to conduct hazard 

assessments that assign a likelihood or probability of a hazard of a certain type to occur in a given 

area. Thereafter, a risk map should be made for the potentially impacted areas. The hazard 

inventory maps, DEMs and their derivative products, and surficial geology maps produced in 

this work will all be essential inputs to future hazard and risk assessments, and predictive 

modeling work. To further aid in these future studies, updates are made to the inventory of 

hazards in Seward that was first conducted by Jones and Zenone (1988) based on the mapping 

efforts and analysis of this research (Table 5.1). This table is updated with the dates of known 

occurrences, and the potential for a surge release flood from a landslide and moraine dam was 

elevated to high, as two separate events occurred during the time of this study.

Surge-ReleaseFloods

Table 5.1 Known occurrences and potential of occurrence for landslides/debris avalanches and 

debris-laden floods in creeks of the Resurrection Bay drainage basin. Relative potential for 

occurrence: A - high; B - moderate; C - low (modified from Jones and Zenone, 1988 and updated 

through this research).

Drainage Basin

Landslide/ Debris Avalanche Debris-laden Flood

Known

Potential

Known Potential Known Potential Landslide Dam Ice or Moraine Dam

Forth of July River 1986 A 1982,86 A A A

Godwin Creek 1986 A 1982,86 A 1986 A A

Resurrection Bay Tributary B 1986,95 B C C

Sawmill Creek A 1976,86 A B C

Sawmill Creek tributary (south) B B C C

Sawmill Creek tributary (north) B B C C

Kwechak (Glacier) Creek 1986, 2009,2020 A 1986,06,09 A 2009, 2020 A A

Grouse Creek 1986 C 1986 C C C

Lost Creek 1986 A 1969,76,86 A 1986 A C

Lost Creek tributary C 1986 A C C

Box Canyon Creek 1964, 86,09, 12 A 1986,95,06,09,12 A 1986,95,09, 12 A C

Japanese Creek 1964,66,76,86 A 1966,69,06 A 1986 A C

Scheffler (Rudolph) Creek C 1986 C C A

Lowell Creek 1966 A 1966,67,69,76,86, 95,06,12 A A C

Spruce Creek 1986 A 1966,76,82,86 B 1986 A A
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5.4 Recommendations

Based on the findings of this research I make the following recommendations to the SBCFSA, City 

of Seward, City of Whittier, Kenai Peninsula Borough, and State of Alaska:

• Hazard and risk assessment are needed for both AOIs to build upon the hazard inventory 

maps produced here.

• Obtain LiDAR data over the slopes that surround Seward, prioritizing the drainages of 

Lowe Creek, Japanese Creek, and Spruce Creek.

o A second survey conducted five years later would help to determine rates of 

erosion and to identify any areas of the slopes that are moving.

o The timing of this survey should ideally be during leaf-off conditions, but it is 

more important to avoid snowfall. Given the choice between the two, a snow-free 

acquisition is preferable.

• Continue data collection of sedimentation for critical areas (Japanese Creek restricted 

stream corridor, Salmon Creek/Kwechak Creek depositional areas, Lowell Creek, and 

Sawmill Creek) in order to monitor trends of sedimentation.

o Surveys collected in the month of August will provide the best timing to capture 

opportunistic “pre-flood” DEMs if a flood occurs later in the fall

o Surveys directly following a major flood event can help answer the question, "How 

much sediment can we expect to be transported and deposited by a particular 

stream, in a storm of a particular magnitude?"

o Yearly surveys can help in our understanding of the average amount of sediment 

that is eroded, transported, and deposited in areas of concern.

• Keep accurate records of the amount of sediment being removed from restricted stream 

corridors and other areas; this is critical to understand the system's dynamics.

• Additional studies should be conducted to examine and monitor deep-seated rock 

fractures for signs of movement
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Appendix A: Photogrammetry-Derived Digital Surface Model and Orthoimagery of Land

Areas Near Resurrection Bay, Alaska4

4 Balazs, M. S., Wolken, G. J., & Wikstrom, J. K. (2018). Photogrammetry-Derived Digital Surface 
Model and Orthoimagery of Land Areas near Resurrection Bay, Alaska - Raw Data File 2018-2. 
Alaska Division of Geological & Geophysical Surveys. https://doi.org/10.14509/29824

Abstract

The State of Alaska Division of Geological & Geophysical Surveys (DGGS) produced a digital 

surface model (DSM) and an orthorectified aerial optical image mosaic (orthoimagery) of the 

Resurrection Bay watershed, surrounding the city of Seward in south-central Alaska (Figure A.1). 

Aerial photographs and Global Navigation Satellite System (GNSS) data were collected on 

August 13, 2015, and were processed using Structure-from-Motion (SfM) photogrammetric 

techniques to create the DSM and orthoimagery. The project was part of an ongoing investigation 

of the impact of flooding, slope instability, and cryosphere hazards on infrastructure and public 

safety. For the purpose of enabling open access to geospatial datasets in Alaska, this collection is 

being released as a Raw Data File with an open end-user license. All files can be downloaded free 

of charge from the DGGS website (http://doi.org/10.14509/29824).

Data Acquisition

The State of Alaska Division of Geological & Geophysical Surveys contracted the collection of 

digital aerial photographic data on August 13, 2015. The aerial photography survey used a fixed- 

wing airborne platform and was planned so flight lines and photograph frequency provided 60 

percent side lap and 80 percent end lap coverage, with an average above-sea-level flying height 
2

of 1260 m. The aerial photography survey covered 383 km , resulting in 4021 photos with 0.2 m 

ground sample distance (GSD).

A Nikon D800 camera with AF-Nikkor 28mm f/2.8D lens was used to collect 36.2-megapixel JPEG 

photographs (7360 x 4912 pixels per image) that were compressed for optimal quality. During the 

aerial survey, the photograph coordinates were determined using an OxTS GPS-IMU system and 

a Cirrus Digital Systems intervalometer that linked the camera shutter release to the GPS-IMU. 
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The camera was mounted inside the aircraft with the GPS antenna positioned over the camera. 

The GPS antenna offset (X=0.3, Y=0.0, Z=0.94) was corrected during GPS post-processing to solve 

for the camera coordinates. A Trimble 5700 GPS receiver with a Trimble Zephyr 4-point feed 

antenna was deployed approximately 160 meters north of the northeast corner of the Seward 

Airport and was used as the GPS base station for horizontal and vertical control during the aerial 

survey.

Nineteen photo-identifiable checkpoints were collected by University of Alaska Fairbanks, 

Geophysical Institute personnel in September 2015 using two Trimble R8s GPS receivers (Figure 

A.2). The base station was located on National Geodetic Survey Benchmark X-74 (PID: TT0396), 

located west of the Seward Airport.
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Figure A.1 Location of checkpoints used to assess data quality September 2015
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Figure A.2 Location of checkpoints used to assess data quality, September 2015
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Data Processing

GNSS

Aerial survey GPS data were processed using GrafNav GNSS Post-Processing Software, Version 

8.40.5121 using post-processing kinematic (PPK) methods. The Trimble Zephyr base station 

position was corrected using the National Geodetic Survey OPUS with the IGS08 

(EPOCH:2015.6162) solution. Both aerial and base GPS data were collected and processed in 

WGS84 (G1674) using the WGS84 ellipsoid. Standard deviations for the GPS event marker 

horizontal and vertical positions were less than 0.06 m.

After post-processing, GPS event marker coordinates needed to be converted to the datum most 

frequently used by DGGS stakeholders. We used the National Oceanic and Atmospheric 

Administration's VDatum tool to transform the GPS event marker coordinates to the North 

American Datum 1983 (NAD83; 2011) European Petroleum Survey Group Well Known 

Identification Number (EPSG) 6337 and the North American Vertical Datum of 1988 (NAVD88; 

Geoid12A; EPOCH 2010.00). The coordinates are projected in UTM Zone 6 North and are in 

meters.

GPS event marker coordinates were manually correlated to image filenames to create a camera 

exterior orientation file for import into the SfM software, Agisoft Photoscan Professional. The 

exterior orientation file provides the X, Y, Z positions and yaw, pitch, and roll for each 

photograph taken during the survey.

Photogrammetry

Aerial stereo-photographs were imported into the commercially-available Agisoft Photoscan 

Professional software (Version 1.2.3 build 2331). Photographs were processed in Photoscan on a 

Windows PC to align aerial photos, edit the sparse point cloud, optimize the bundle block 

adjustment, construct the dense point cloud and triangulated irregular network geometry, and 

export the natural color (RGB) orthoimagery GeoTIFF.
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Data Products
The data files available for download are tiled DSM and RGB orthoimage GeoTIFFs. All data are 

projected in UTM Zone 6 North (meters) using the NAD83 (2011; EPSG 26906) horizontal datum 

and NAVD88 (Geoid12A; EPOCH 2010.00) vertical datum.

Orthoimagery

The orthoimage is a three-band, 8-bit unsigned GeoTIFF file using LZW compression. The 

orthoimage has a GSD of 0.2 m per pixel, and the No Data value is set to 0. Variable lighting in 

the orthoimages may result from variable sky conditions during the time of data acquisition.

Digital surface model (DSM)

DSMs represent surface elevations of all surfaces, including vegetation, vegetation-free land, 

bridges, buildings, etc. The DSM is a single-band, 32-bit float GeoTIFF files using Lempel-Ziv- 

Welch (LZW) compression, with a ground sample distance (GSD) of 0.41 m. The No Data value 

is set to - 32767.

Data Quality
Horizontal accuracies of the orthoimagery and DSM were assessed using 19 photo-identifiable 

checkpoints along the road systems in and near Seward, Alaska (Table A.1). Lower horizontal 

accuracy is possible in areas of extreme terrain, dense vegetation, and heavy shadow. The X- 

coordinates have a root-mean- square error (RMSE) of 0.32m and a mean absolute error (MAE) of 

0.28 m. The Y-coordinates have an RMSE of 0.47 m and a MAE of 0.42 m. The horizontal linear 

RMSE in the radial direction (RMSEr) is 0.57 m.
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Table A.1 Accuracy assessment of orthoimage (horizontal) DSM (vertical).  All data are projected 

in UTM Zone 6 North (meters) using the NAD83 (2011; EPSG 26906) horizontal datum and 

NAVD88 (Geoid12A; EPOCH 2010.00) vertical datum.

Check

Point

Easting Northing Elevation

(m)

Horizontal 

offset X 

(m)

Horizontal 

offset Y 

(m)

Vertical 

offset Z 

(m)

GCP 00 364990.18902 6668706.40327 12.08 -0.48 0.37 -0.06
GCP 01 364990.2042 6668706.363 12.06 N/A N/A -0.04
GCP 02 364044.06379 6669225.50631 47.89 -0.20 0.35 0.15

GCP 04b 359417.51472 6673903.82634 67.89 -0.34 0.61 0.75
GCP 05 364798.15478 6671096.92254 20.87 -0.30 0.52 -0.15

GCP 06b 368360.05746 6676052.31018 67.79 -0.08 0.32 0.07
GCP 08 368559.68023 6664762.71442 38.01 -0.38 0.73 0.06
GCP 09 368824.31082 6665860.80982 60.86 -0.04 0.10 0.50
GCP 10 368832. 12682 6665866.31319 61.74 -0.09 0.23 0.43
GCP 11 368371.58633 6667355.49805 6.08 -0.48 0.49 -0.08
GCP 12 365066.13575 6667375.30094 7.31 -0.24 0.85 -0.07
GCP 13 364500.34676 6666392.24013 4.75 -0.14 0.46 0.13
GCP 14 363473.6677 6665404.855 68.83 N/A N/A 0.38
GCP 15 363620.72374 6665488.89581 60.57 -0.17 0.21 0.69
GCP 16 364146.57520 6665143.18291 11.26 -0.22 0.28 -0.21
GCP 17 363935.32066 6662118.06328 12.40 -0.30 0.21 0.02
GCP 18 364056.68663 6661541.32703 21.78 -0.66 0.43 -0.16
GCP 19 364193.73930 6661294.68743 3.99 -0.41 0.20 0.23
GCP 20 364044.14302 6662918.46382 5.98 -0.47 0.77 -0.15
GCP 21 364484.20569 6665155.15492 6.08 -0.17 0.39 -0.04
GCP 23 368918.36605 6663692.55411 5.92 -0.17 0.50 0.75

GCP x74 365230.0257 6668862.468 9.95 N/A N/A 0.27
Mean -0.29 0.42 0.12

Std. Dev. 0.17 0.21 0.31
Range 0.62 0.75 0.96
MAE 0.28 0.42 0.28
RMSE 0.32 0.47 0.38
RMSEr 0.57

Total Check Points = 22
Difference: SfM - Survey

DSM cell size = 0.41 m
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Vertical accuracy of the DSM was assessed by comparing the elevation values of 22 checkpoints 

(described above; Figure A.2) to the elevation values at the same location in the DSM. The mean 

vertical offset is 0.12 m, with a RMSE of 0.38 m and a MAE of 0.28 m. An additional evaluation 

of the vertical accuracy of the DSM was performed by comparing randomly-sampled elevation 

values of points (n = 2,876) on the road network from a LiDAR-derived digital elevation model 

(2009) to the elevation values at the same location in the DSM. The mean vertical offset is 0.24 m, 

with a RMSE of 0.42 m and a MAE of 0.28 m.

The DSM and orthoimagery have been visually inspected for data errors such as pits, border 

artifacts, and shifting. Pits and peaks are present over water bodies such as lakes. The end-user 

should be aware that DSM data were not hydro-flattened. Some small areas along the boundary 

and northern region of the survey area have NO DATA values, which is due to insufficient 

overlap (gaps) in the aerial photographic survey in areas of extreme topographic relief. The end 

user is advised that such areas may have a less accurate geographic position than reported for the 

rest of the scene.
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Appendix B: Section From: “Mass Wasting Analysis and Sedimentation Trends in Select 

Drainages within the Seward Bear Creek Flood Service Area (2006-2016)5”

5 Balazs, M.S. (2017) Mass Wasting Analysis and Sedimentation Trends in Select Drainages 
within the Seward Bear Creek Flood Service Area (2006-2016); Seward Bear Creek Flood Service 
Area: Seward, AK, USA.

Other Rivers and Creeks in Resurrection Bay

The follow section contains the change maps and a table of statistics for Salmon Creek, Kwechak 

Creek, Sawmill Creek, Box Canyon Creek, and the Fourth of July River. The only datasets 

available for analysis are the 2006 and 2009 LiDAR sets, and the 2015 SfM DSM. Please note that 

while there was effort made to exclude areas with vegetation, there may be some areas where the 

vegetation is included in the height of the surface in the 2015 SfM dataset, which gives a false 

positive of an increase in elevation. These areas will show up as areas with saturated green pixels 

in the maps. The following products should be used for a preliminary assessment into the 

sedimentation issues in the creeks.

The following tables include the DoD between 2006-2009, 2009-2015, and 2006-2015. Each table 

contains the following:

Reach COUNT AREA MIN MAX RANGE MEAN STD SUM

Reach: The reach can be found on the AOI map which is before the DoD maps

Count: The number of pixels in the AOI

Area: The spatial area, in meters squared

Min, Min, Max, Range, Mean: Refers to the elevation difference between the two DSM being 

compared. As there are bound to be areas with vegetation, the min and max should not be trusted 

as an accurate amount of change that has occurred. The mean will give a much better idea of the 

change in elevation. These categories are measured in meters.

STD: the standard deviation of the elevation change values

SUM: This number is the overall change in Volume for the AOI.
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Figure B.1 AOI of Box Canyon Creek, with reach numbers shown.
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Figure B.2 DEMs of difference for Box Canyon 2006-2009
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Figure B.3 DEMs of difference for Box Canyon 2009-2015.
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Figure B.4 DEMs of difference for Box Canyon 2006-2015
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Table B.1 Summary of changes in sediment measured in Box Canyon

2006 - 2009
Reach COUNT AREA MIN MAX

1 48013 111514 -5.6
2 5381 12498 -1.1
3 3778 8775 -0.9
4 14465 33596 -3.2

2009 - 2015
Reach COUNT AREA MIN MAX

1 47990 111461 -19.8
2 5361 12451 -1.3
3 3832 8900 -1.1
4 14491 33657 -3.1

2006 - 2015
Reach COUNT AREA MIN MAX

1 111483 111483 -12.0
2 12468 12468 -1.4
3 8805 8805 -1.1
4 33587 33587 -2.7

RANGE MEAN STD SUM
11.5 17.2 0.6 1.7 29205

0.9 2.0 0.1 0.2 651
1.1 1.9 -0.1 0.3 -379
3.0 6.2 0.2 0.7 3286

RANGE MEAN STD SUM
27.4 47.3 -0.4 2.2 -16971
31.8 33.1 4.8 8.6 25680
22.7 23.8 1.6 2.7 6093
28.5 31.6 2.3 3.8 33164

RANGE MEAN STD SUM
25.7 37.7 0.3 1.6 28559
31.3 32.6 4.9 8.5 61154
23.1 24.2 1.5 2.8 12799
28.1 30.8 2.5 3.7 83959
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Figure B.5 AOI of Kwechak Creek, with reach numbers shown.
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Figure B.6 DEMs of difference for Kwechak Creek 2006-2009
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Figure B.7 DEMs of difference for Kwechak Creek 2009-2015
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Figure B.8 DEMs of difference for Kwechak Creek 2006-2015
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Table B.2 Summary of changes in sediment measured in Kwechak Creek

2006 - 2015
Reach COUNT AREA MIN MAX RANGE MEAN STD SUM
1 57748 57748 -1.6 26.5 28.1 0.9 1.4 49165
2 11153 11153 -1.1 21.6 22.7 0.9 2.2 10567
3 79027 79027 -6.3 23.8 30.1 0.6 1.0 47157
4 57568 57568 -2.1 12.7 14.8 0.8 0.7 44728

2009 - 2015
Reach COUNT AREA MIN MAX RANGE MEAN STD SUM
1 59045 137137 -4.8 27.9 32.7 0.3 1.4 15075
2 11115 25816 -1.2 25.1 26.4 1.7 2.5 18826
3 34011 78993 -3.6 26.8 30.3 0.6 0.9 20253
4 24805 57612 -1.1 12.4 13.5 0.8 0.6 19288

2006 - 2009
Reach COUNT AREA MIN MAX RANGE MEAN STD SUM
1 24875 57774 -2.1 2.2 4.3 0.1 0.5 1442
2 4786 11116 -1.9 1.1 3.0 -0.3 0.4 -1470
3 34033 79045 -4.3 3.3 7.5 0.0 0.7 -173
4 24783 57561 -2.3 2.3 4.6 0.0 0.5 31
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Figure B.9 AOI of Salmon Creek, with reach numbers shown.
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Figure B.10 DEMs of difference for Salmon Creek 2006-2009
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Figure B.11 DEMs of difference for Salmon Creek 2009-2015
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Figure B.12 DEMs of difference for Salmon Creek 2006-2015
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Table B.3 Summary of changes in sediment measured in Salmon Creek

2006 - 2009
Reach COUNT AREA
1 66994 155599
2 46619 108277
3 9901 22996
4 32742 76046
5 302 701

2009 - 2015
Reach COUNT AREA
1 67015 155648
2 46602 108237
3 9915 23028
4 32180 74741
5 303 704

2006 - 2015
Reach COUNT AREA
1 155559 155559
2 108386 108386
3 22996 22996
4 74443 74443
5 708 708

MIN MAX RANGE
-1.9 3.4 5.4
-2.8 2.5 5.3
-0.5 1.1 1.6
-1.7 0.8 2.6
0.0 0.9 0.9

MIN MAX RANGE
-2.6 29.4 32.0
-2.3 24.1 26.4
-0.7 8.7 9.4
-2.3 19.0 21.3
-0.1 3.8 3.9

MIN MAX RANGE
-3.2 28.7 32.0
-3.3 24.1 27.4
-0.4 8.3 8.6
-2.3 19.6 21.9
0.2 4.2 4.0

MEAN STD SUM
0.1 0.7 8639
0.1 0.5 6551
0.3 0.2 3097
0.1 0.2 3813
0.5 0.2 161

MEAN STD SUM
0.6 1.0 39096
0.7 0.8 33886
0.5 0.7 5326
0.5 1.0 17173
0.5 0.5 154

MEAN STD SUM
0.7 1.0 110731
0.9 1.0 94315
0.9 0.7 19608
0.7 1.0 49228
1.1 0.6 756
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Figure B.13 AOI of Fourth of July River, with reach numbers shown.
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Figure B.14 DEMs of difference for Fourth of July River 2006-2009.
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Figure B.15 DEMs of difference for Fourth of July River 2009-2015.
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Figure B.16 DEMs of difference for Fourth of July River 2006-2015.
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Table B.4 Summary of changes in sediment measured in Fourth of July River

2006 - 2009

Reach COUNT AREA MIN MAX RANGE MEAN STD SUM
1 N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A
2 145751 338519 -6.2 3.0 9.2 -0.2 0.7 -24807

2009 - 2015

Reach COUNT AREA MIN MAX RANGE MEAN STD SUM
1 46608 108251 -2.8 26.0 28.8 0.1 1.2 5758
2 137151 318545 -25.1 14.3 39.5 0.2 1.2 27644

2006 - 2015

Reach COUNT AREA MIN MAX RANGE MEAN STD SUM
1 N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A
2 318247 318247 -26.4 14.3 40.6 0.1 1.2 30063
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